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er, and it didn't look too deep. I
By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer thought I could get a better shot
from the other side, so at the
Not again," I thought.
urging of some of the bystanBut it had happened. Every ders who wanted to see me float
time it rains, and I try to get a off, I decided to cross the apdecent picture, something proximately 100 yards of water.
happens and I wind up getting
My Volkswagen was making
utterly soaked.
it fine, sending a tidal wave of
Yesterday was no exception. water ahead of it which grew
Water was over the road bet- taller and taller as the water got
ween Wiswell and Crossland, deeper and deeper. The wave
just north of South Pleasant ahead of the bumper finally got
Grove. I thought I should get a so high I couldn't see over it.
picture of it, so off I went.
I was nearly halfway across
I came to the edge of the watwhen I had about decided I
couldn't make it. Sort of like the
swimmer who went to within 10
feet of the opposite shore,
decided he couldn't make, it,
and swam back.
I had convinced myself that
only an idiot would keep on
going, and was about to hit the
brakes to back out, when it
happened.
Of course I had heard that
Volkswagens would float, but I
We ordered a ham and biscuit placed little stock in the notion.
this morning at Rudy's and Cars can't float, they should
Opal sent word that we might
stay on the road and let the
rather have Vienna Sausage water rise around them.
and crackers.
The current was getting
pretty swift around me when all
Just to show our igenuity last of a sudden I felt the little car
night we fixed us some chili being lifted up and carried
dogs. We just reached into the away. Many thoughts crossed
freezer and pulled out a my mind, not the least of which
couple of wieners, opened a can was where was I going and how
of Chili with No Beans and
cooked up this concoction on
the stove, got a couple of hot dog
buns and there we were. No
trouble at all. We topped this all
off with a cup of hot tea as only
we can make it.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

was I going to get out.
The bug came to rest about 75
yards from where I had started,
snagged by a tree in the east
ditch of the road. Of course you
couldn't tell where the ditch
was, the water leveler off the
entire area.
I tried to open the door, but of
course it wouldn't open, with
water up to the windows on all
sides. I rolled down the window
and started to climb out on the
passenger side.
Eivdently the car was still
floating, because it tilted
dangerously to the right,
leaving me visions of being
trapped inside with the car on
its right side, with an open
window next to the ground.
I finally managed to get out
the window, and I must have
stayed in the car longer than I
the
because
thought,
onlookers back at the starting
point had thought I might be
drowned or something.
As I stood in the swirling
current to survey the situation,
the humor of it all came to me.
The little car was completely
submerged except for about a
foot and a half of the roof. And
the water was rising.
After snapping a few pictures
for posterity, I waded back to be
greeted by smirks and chuckles
(See Bug,Page 12)

When a fellow has his back to
the wall, he can do most
SPACE CENTER, Houston
anything.
(AP) — Dr. Joseph P. Kerwin,
the first physician to fly in
space, reported today all three
Jean and Bennie Simmons Skylab 1 crewmen are in extook pity on us the other night cellent condition and "this
and extended an invitation to gives me tremendous encoursupper which we jumped at. agement about future long-duJean is an excellent cook, as ration flights."
well as Bennie. They fixed up a
After 26 days in orbit, Kerwin
Christmas dinner and just to said "right now the score is:
we
was,
show how delicious it
man 3, space 0. But the game
were the last one to finish.
isn't over. Let's wait 'till we
get home and look at the reWife comes home today so it sults."
will not be long until we regain
Flying high above the earth
our normal pudgy figure. in the space station, Kerwin,
Charles Conrad Jr. and Paul J.
Weitz answered questions from
We have been reducing over newsmen relayed to them by
the past ten days,the hard way, radio by mission control.
by starving.
The conference, as they
neared the end of their 28-day
We think we have finally mission, was televised to the
found the dividing line for the control center.
territory of the two Cardinals in
Questions 'focused on the
our back yard It apparently medical condition of the crew,
runs east and west roughly who have spent more time in
along the property line between space on a single flight than
us and Rainey. This has been a any other humans.
mixed up spring since we had
Kerwin, who has conducted
several male Cardinals in the exhaustive tests on all three
back yard much later than
usual.
Twice yesterday we saw one
male chasing the other out of his
territory and the line seemed to
be the property line because the
chaser broke off the fight right
at that point.

••,!'

TURNING ON—Wanda Garrett, a senior speech and history major, adjusts some instruments in
the control room of Murray State Unilersity's television station during a radio and television class.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs Coy Garrett of Murray.
'Photo by Wilson Woolley

Congressional Aid Sought

Summit Talks Moved T Mountain
Retreat For Third, Fou rth Days

The vegetation is very lush
this year, caused no doubt by
the continuous rains.
A wife rushed into the police
station with this complaint:
"My husband beats me up
every day. I am such a nervous
wreck I've lost 35 pounds." The
police captain said, "Do you
want him arrested?" "No, not
yet. I want to lose 50 more
first."

The Weather
Partly cloudy, not as warm
and less humid tonight and
Thursday. Low tonight in the
low 60s, high Thursday in the
low 80s. Friday partly cloudy
and warm.
Fair with warm days and
mild nights Friday through
Sunday. Early morning lows in
the upper 50s and low 60s.
Afternoon highs in the 80s during the period.

guards and barbed-wire fences fielded questions from the M
surrounding the compound in senators present.
the Catoctin Mountains.
At one point, the senators
The two leaders spent about said, it appeared Brezhnev was
five and one-half hours together seeking understanding from felTuesday, concentrating on the low politicians accustomed to
thorny issues of trade and eco- dealing with tough problems.
nomics.
"I'm doing the best I can," the
Two hours of meetings took Soviet leader was quoted as
place at the White House, the saying in one discussion of the
rest aboard the presidential Jewish emigration situation.
yacht, on Nixon's helicopter or
One committee member, Sen.
in the President's limousine.
Vance Hartke, D-Ind., said SoDetails of the face-to-face viet leaders such as Brezhnev
discussions "are not as hard as they used
Nixon-Brezhnev
were not disclosed.
to be but they still are pretty
But members of the Senate tough."
Foreign Relations Committee
Several hours later, after the
who accepted the Communist White House meeting with Nixleader's invitation to lunch at on and the cruise on the presithe Blair House said he sought dential yacht, the Soviet leader
to overcome congressional was at the Maryland retreat
roadblocks to granting the So- where his predecessor, Nikita
viet Union nondiscriminatory S. Krushchev, joined President
treatment on trade.
Dwight D. Eisenhower in sumUnder a major trade pact mit talks 134 years ago that
reached last October, Nixon led to the short-lived cold war
agreed to seek Most Favored thaw known as the "spirit of
Nation MEN) status for the Camp David."
Soviet Union. But attipartLsan
(See Summit,Page 12
majority in Congress has lined
up against approving the MEN
request until the Soviet Union
allows Jews to emigrate freely
from behind the Iron Curtain.
The senators said after the
three and one-half hour lunchGov. Wendell Ford has aneon of caviar, baked salmon, nounced that the Economic
vodka and champagne that Development Administration in
Brezhnev denied there was a Washington, D.C., has approved
"Jewish problem" in his coun- an operating grant for the
try.
Purchase Area Development
The husky 66-year-old general District.
secretary of the Soviet CommuThe $21,450 grant will 'help
nist Party talked for nearly two pay the district's operating
hours at the meeting, then costs through June 30, 1874.
Area
Purchase
The
Development District consists
of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Marshall, and McCracken
and Albert Stover, 51, were offiCounties. The development
cially pronounced dead Tuesdistrict's office is in Mayfield.
day morning. Intense pressure
The funds were approved
openfrom
prevented rescuers
under the Public Works and
ing the cramped rear diving
Economic Development Act of
chamber of the civilian minisub
1965.
Sea Link until decompression
was completed about 10 p.m.

CAMP DAVID, Md. ( AP) —
President Nixon and Leonid I.
Brezhnev switched their summit talks to this hideaway retreat today after the Soviet
leader sought in an extraordinary session with top senators to break down congressional barriers to expanded U.S.-Soviet trade.
Nixon and Brezhnev flew
here by helicopter Tuesday
night after joining their top
aides for a leisurely dinner
cruise on the Potomac aboard
the presidential yacht Sequoia.
They planned to hold their
crewmen in his onboard medi- third and fourth days of sumresult
a
cal laboratory, said as
mit talks in the woodsy secluof long exposure to weigh- sion guaranteed by Marine
tlessness "there seems to be
some body changes in some
areas and none in others."
Conrad said, "The doctors
may make me eat my words
later, but I feel I'll be in better
physical condition when I get
The Community Continuing
back than I did on any of my
Education Meeting sponsored
previous three flights."
He said he felt riding a bi- by the Murray Calloway County
cycle device for exercise Hospital, will be held Monday,
throughout the mission "has June 25, 1973 at 7:30 p.m. in the
left me in as good a shape as Hospital Conference Room.
Dr. Prue Kelly, Radiologist at
when I was launched May 25.
The commander said he the Murray Calloway County
thought their most significant Hospital, will be speaking on
accomplishment after all the "X -Ray Procedures,
Initial Skylab trouble "is that Fluroscopy Procedures, and
we're turning over a 90 per the Importance of Proper
cent operating space station to Preparation."
All community and hospital
the next crew."
nurses are invited to attend
(See Skylab,Page 12 )

Local Students
Awarded Grants
To University
Two Murray -Calloway
County residents have been
8Warded Dormitory Scholarships to attend Murray State
University for the 1973-74 school
year. The scholarship will cover
the cost of dormitory fees for
the school year.
The recipients are Sarah E.
Calhoun, Rt. 7, and Paula Beth
Lyons, 1407 Henry.
Miss Calhoun, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Calhoun, is a
1973 graduate of Calloway
County High School. She plans
to enroll at MSU this fall and
will major in nursing.
In high school Miss Calhoun
was student director of the
band, drum majorette and was
active in track and speech.
Miss Lyons is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr.,
and is a 1973 graduate of
Murray High School. She plans
to major in nursing and will
begin her studies at MSU this
fall.
She was an honor student at
Murray High and received the
NEDT certificate.

The West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative, which
serves more than 21,000
members in Calloway, Graves,
Marshall and Carlisle counties,
will hold its 35th annual
members meeting on July 14 at
South Marshall High School.
The West Kentucky RECCs
35th anniversary is being observed in conjunction with the
40th anniversary of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The bill creating the Rural
Electrification Administration
was signed by the late President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and on
May 11 of this year President
Nixon signed a compromise bill,
marking the 38th anniveraary of
the executive order creating
REA.
John Ecki Walker, general
manager of the West Kentucy
RECC, recently expressed his
personal thanks to Rep. Frank
A. Stubblefield (D-Ky ) and to
U.S Senators Walter D. Huddleston and Marlow Cook for
their assistance in working out
the compromise legislation.
Walker said most of the
cooperatives in this area will be
paying 5 per cent on their loans,
and "it appears now that ample
funds will be available to meet
the needs of the cooperatives for
the next ten years."
The first board meeting of the
West Kentucky RECC was held

Grant To PADD
Approved By EDA

Doctors Say Carbon
Dioxide Killed Men

Ice Chest Donated
To Senior Citizens
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Koenen, owners of Starks
Hardware, presented the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens with an ice
chest, to be used on several
trips planned by the group this
year.
The gift was a useful one, a
group spokesman said, and will
be used quite often.

Bicycles Stolen From
Home Of Steve Sexton
Steve Sexton of 708 Olive
reported to the Murray City
Police the theft of two 26 inch
bicycles yesterday.
The bicycles were later
recovered but were reported by
the police to be near a total loss.
total loss.

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 146

on April 23, 1938. Original board
members were Ed C. Ray,
Mayfield Rt. 5; H.B. Douthitt,
Farmington Rt. 2; T.F. Maddox, Mayfield Rt. 1; D.W.
Doran, Mayfield Star Route;-.
W.H. Weeks, Wingo Rt. 1;
George Rogers, Wingo Rt. 2;
and J.D. Wade, Lynnville Rt. 2.
Mr. Ray served as president
if the cooperative from its
founding in 1938 until his death
in 1966.
(See WICRECC,Page 12)

Billington Appointed To
Agents Advisory Board
Bob Billington, a member of
the Murray Insurance Agency
'staff, has been appointed to the
Agents Advisory Board of the
of the
Band
Louisville
Fireman's Fund-American
Insurance Companies.
This board serves as a llason
between the company and the
agents of the company.
been
has
Billington
associated with the Murray
Insurance Agency for the past
14 years as a property and
casulaty insurance agent. He
holds the Chartered Property
and Casualty Underwiter
designation. He is also a
member of the Kentucky
Chapter of CPCU.

Three Accidents Occur
During Heavy Rainstorm

Kelly To Speak
To Area Nurses

KEY WEST, Fla. (AP) —
Carbon dioxide poisoning killed
two men trapped in a research
submarine about four hours before the vessel was raised from
the ocean floor, doctors said
early today.
The two, Clayton Link, 31,

Twenty Pages
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Electric Co-op
To Hold Annual
Meeting July 14

ii

Skylab Astronauts In
Excellent Condition
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'The Rowing Reporter'

All The Bugs Weren't Caught In
VVATERgate; One Drowned Here

i .111 /I
'

Today

Three traffic accidents occured yesterday during a heavy
rainstorm that dumped over an
inch of rain on Murray.
Murray City Police were
called to South Fourth and
Cross Street at 3:20 p.m. to
investigate a two car collision.
According to the police
report, a 1972 two door driven
by Dan Martin Bailey of
Murray Route Two was
traveling north on South Fourth
when a 1969 two door driven by
John William Bugden of Dexter
Route One allegedly turned into
the path of the Bailey vehicle.
The car driven by Bailey was
owned by Motor Parts and
Bearing and it received damage
to the front end, police said.
The vehicle driven by Bugden
was owned by Murray Natural
Gas and police said that it
received damage to the right
side.
The second accident occurred
at 4 p.m. at the intersection of
Doran Road and Johnson
Avenue.
Investigating officers said
that a 1968 four door driven by
Eli Miller Alexander of 1616
Keenland was traveling west on

Johnson and had apparently
stopped at the intersection.
The police report said that the
Alexander vehicle attempted to
turn on to Doran Road and
struck a 1973 four door driven
by Sandra Lucas McConnell of
Plainview Drive.
Damage to the Alexander
vehicle was limited to the front
end while the McConnell car
had damage to the right side,
policemen said.
Two cars collided at 4:20 p.m.
at the intersection of Chestnut
and Industrial Road.
Police said that a 1965 two
door hardtop driven by Betty
Bazzell Parrish of Murray
Route Three was traveling
north on Industrial Road while a
1988 two door driven by Linda
Solomon Teague of Coach
Estates was traveling east on
Chestnut.
Officers said that the two cars
collided while they were attempting to make turns at the
intersection.
The Parrish auto received
damage to the front end while
the Teague car had damage to
the right front fender, bumper
and grille, according to police
records.

John Dean Testifies He Was Told
Nixon Knew About Clemency Offers

An autopsy was conducted at
a nearby hospital and the cause
of death was announced by the
Monroe County Medical Examiner, Dr. A.F. Fernandez. He
said the two died about noon
Monday, shortly after losing
—
WASHINGTON ( AP)
consciousness.
Ousted White House Counsel
John W. Dean III says he was
Dr David Youngblood, a phyRichard Walker
informed President Nixon was
sician with the Smithsonian Inconsulted before an offer of exstitution which sponsored the
ecutive clemency was made in
oceanographers, said the autophis name to a convicted Watersy showed definitely that the
gate conspirator.
men died of carbon dioxide poiDean also told Senate investisoning and not of cold exposure
gators under oath the President
as he had earlier predicted.
requested special treatment
"Death was not abrupt; it
the Internal Revenue
from
be
will
Walker
Richard
Rev.
came slowly," Youngblood
the guest evangelist at the Service for friends and sugsaid.
Northside Baptist Church gested a list of troublesome reRobert Meek, 27, and Archi- Revival , to be held June 24-30 porters be drawn up so they
bald "Jock" Menzies. 30, two at 7.30 p.m. nightly.
could be dealt with after the
other crew members on the
will be the song election.
Graham
Ryan
minisub designed by link's fa- leader, with special singing and
Excerpts from the summary
ther, survived the 31-hour or- old time gospel preaching ,of Dean's interview last Saturdeal in a forward chamber. planned, according to Randolph day with staff members of the
They were in seclusion at an Allen pastor of the church.
Senate Watergate investigating
undisclosed location.
Baptist Church is committee were obtained by
Northside
Joint funeral services for located six miles north of The Associated Press Tuesday.
Meanwhile, evidence against
Murray on Highway 641
See Submarine,Page 12)

Revival Planned
At Northside
Baptist Church

Dean was placed under court
seal by federal prosecutors as
proof it was obtained before
Dean's Senate testimony. Dean
has been granted immunity
from prosecution for anything
he might say in the hearings.
The move was seen as an attempt to assure he could be
prosecuted.
Sources close to the Senate
investigation said there was
"absolutely no doubt" Dean
will testify President Nixon

LP.N.'s To Hold Meeting
The regular meeting of
District 17, Licensed Practical
Nurses, will be held Monday at
seven p.m in the conference
room of the Convalescent
Division of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital

knew the Watergate scandal
was being covered up by his
principal aides.
Dean's public testimony before the Senate panel is set tentatively for next Monday. Hearings have been delayed one
week to avoid any conflict with
the visit of Soviet Communist
Party chief Leonid I. Brezhnev.
The chairman of the committee, Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr.,
D-N.C., told a news conference
he voted to postpone the hearings because, "I was afraid the
committee would be blamed for
anything that went wrong" in
the current Brezhnev-Nixon
.summit talks.
The summary of Dean's questioning by Senate staff investigators quoted him as indicating
that former special presidential
(See Watergate,Page 12)
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Associate
Arlie Scott,
Professor at Murray State
University, and James C
Martin, associate professor of
agricultural economics at
Murray State, attended the 1973
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The convention was held at
Cobleskill. N.Y. recently.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIEDGEZ
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Local Professors
Attend Convention

(
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State Government Report!

New fuel research
program is announced
A :le«. five-year, $2.5 maw
research program to "develop science and technology for
the economic utilization of
coal and hydrogen as energy
sources to compensate for diminishing availability of oil
and gas" has been announced
by Dr. Sherwood Fawcett,
president of Battelle Memorial Institute of Columbus,
Ohio.
"The solution to this critical
situation lies in the prompt
development of domestic energy sources which meet apenvironmental
propriate
standards and are readily
available for public consumption," he said.

MAY FIELD, Ky. —/Supporters and opponents of
annual sessions of the Kentucky legislature are
beginning to organize for the November 6 election.
The ballot in November will include a proposed
constitutional amendment that would allow the
General - Assembly to meet for 45 days each year,
wit0-the days not necessarily in succession.
'The legislature now meets for 60 days every two
years, with the senators and representatives convening
at the state capitol in early January through
mid-March.
Most state legislatures now meet annually.
Kentucky's legislature is the only state legislative
body in the nation not meeting this year.

TIMES FILM

• The Public Housing Administration today approved a loan of $359,422 to the City of Murray for the
construction of thirty low rent homes for the elderly.
The loan was requested by the Murray Municipal
Housing Commission, W.G. Nash, chairman.
Arvie Williams, age 71, died yesterday at his home
On Murray Route Six. Bill Graham of Murray State College has 'been
named as the best golfer of the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Potts Grocery at-Harris GrOve was entered
sometime last night by thieves who "cleaned the
place out."

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIKES FILE

NayiLt. Cdr. Gaylord T. Forrest graduated from
•the't.J.S. Naval War Course at Newport. Rhode
.,...4sland, on June 10.
"We like the way the Murray Fire Department
leaves the fire station when the whistle blows. They
-don't waste any time," from the column. "Seen &
Heard Around Murray."
Gerald Cooper and Lowell Cooper of the Hazel
High School Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America, along with their advisor, Carmon Parks,
attended the state FFA convention in Louisville.
Miss Onie Skinner was speaker at the meeting
held by the Dorcas Class of the First Baptist Church
at the home of Mrs. Eugene Tarry, Jr.

However, section 36 of Kentucky's Constitution,
adopted September 28, 1891, states: "The first
general assembly, the members of which shall be
elected under this Constitution, shall meet on the
first Tuesday after the first Monday in January,
Three major fault systems
slice across the San Francisco
eighteen hundred and ninety-four, and thereafter the
est4415s
Bay region — the San Andreas,
general assembly shall meet on the same day every
Hayward and Calaveras.
second year, and its sessions shall be held at the seat
of government, except in case of war, insurrection or
pestilence, when it may, by proclamation of the
governor, assemble, for the time being, elsewhere."
According to Boyle
Kentucky voters defeated a similar annual sessions
amendment by about 13,000 votes in November,
1969.
*•*
Gov. Wendell Ford has taken steps to prevent a
out everybody at once, and round-robin snotty letter to all downpour, and look for a rainBy HAL BOYLE .
backlog of committee work during the 1974 General
— Chil- even philosophers sneer and the credit managers who have bow.
(AP)
NEW
YORK
Assembly by directing all Cabinet and department
One always comes along.
dren and grovrnups never seem say they knew all along that been writing you snotty letters
heads to submit legislative recommendations for the
to know what to do when it life is only a snare and a delu- simply because you have forsession to his office no later than August 1. This
gotten to pay a bill for year or
sion of grandeur.
rains.
would give interim legislative committees more time
All this just because it rain- two.
It is amazing what a little
to consider proposals prior to the pre-legislative
Compose a last will and tesprecipitation does to the world. ed!
conference next December and the 1974 session
But the worst thing about tament in which you disinherit
Rocks and stones shine and
which begins January 8.
CS *
vegetation grows when it rains. rain is that it seems to numb everybody, including the family
Fiery Fred, the Human
But otherwise it is hard to say and nullify all forms of human cat, and leave all your money
Cannonball, also known as
If you have a consumer complaint or problem, call
don't
just
People
creativity.
to the elm tree in your back
Barry Johnson, 28, was hospimuch in favor of rain.
the Attorney General's consumer hotline, toll-free,
talized recently with susRain makes the day darker, know what to do with them- yard.
between 7:30 a.m. and 4 pin. (CDT), Monday
pected pelvic injuries after
rivers flood their banks, traffic selves.
Read a copy of "War and
through Friday, at 1-800-372-2960.
Actually, there are a lot of
his 20-foot silver cannon mis* 5*
snarls, children whine, the dog
Peace."
fired in front of 5,000 people at
refuses to go outside, horses constructive things you can do.
Thumb through your childRecently when government is in the news - be it
Here is a list of them you
a Norfolk, England, carnival.
stand forlorn on hills, people
hood picture album and conWashington or Frankfort -- Kentuckians have been
Len Elston, the show direcsteal each other's umbrellas, might keep handy in case it gratulate yourself on the fact
reading and hearing about scandals, charges,
tor said, "We are investigatrains tomorrow:
their
to
complain
husbands
'
that, while your hair is thinner,
countercharges, denials, cancellations, resignations,
ing what went wrong" —
Stay in bed rday.
wives about the quality of the
at least your ears don't stick
problems, prosecutions, hearings, etc.
Fiery Fred failed to leave the
it.
like
feel
you
if
—
sick
Get
morning coffee, taxis disout as far as they did the year
Last week while reading about the charges and
cannon.
There is no better time to be
bus
late,
run
appear,
trains
irregularities
alleged
voting
you got out of high school.
countercharges concerning
drivers deepen their usual sick then on a rainy day.
If none of these remedies
in the May 29 Republican primary in Monroe County
The Argentine city of
like
—
mean
something
Do
scowls, lovers suspect the durasolve your rainy-day blues, Mendoza, famous for its fine
this legislator remembered that even politics, as rough
and
enemies
your
all
up
calling
bility of love, secretaries sniff
there is one last resort. Put on quality wine, has about 1,500
and tumble as it appears, has its humorous side.
at executive commands, the giving them hell.
Noted journalist Joe Creason, a Benton native,
your raincoat and rubbers, wine cellars, according to
If that doesn't get all the poiboss pushes all the buttons on
Argentine Airlines.
slosh out of the house into the
relates that in Monroe County years ago 28 men ran
his desk panel so he can bawl son out of your system, write a
for jailer. Most of the would-be jailers sought out any
crowds where there was a chance to shake hands and
pass out cards. More than 20 of the candidates were
/
present one Sunday afternoon when a rural church
near Tompkinsville scheduled a creekside baptizing
INURRAY
pen 7:30-Start Dusk
which was attended by about 500. After the
invocation the minister stepped to the edge of the
Ends TONITE
creek and, his back to the spectators, said as he
moved into the water, "Will the candidates please
follow me?" A few feet from the bank the minister
looked back and saw a host of people at his heels.
Surprised at the large number, he asked, "Are all of
you candidates for baptism'?" Replied one man very
perplexed and embarrassed, "Naw, not all of us,
about ten of us is candidates for jailer."
awn
*5*
The news of the passing last Thursday of Court of
Adults 1.25-Children 75'
Appeals Judge C. Homer Neikirk was received with
A
sadness at the state capitol. The 62 year-old jurist was
sensation The
oriental
home
his
Somerset
Monday afternoon.
buried near
now gives America the
COMING Thur. for 7 BIG NITES!
Neikirk, a Republican, was appointed to the high
action it been
court by former Gov. Louie B. Nunn in September of
suaNaii
waiting for!
1970 to succeed the late Judge Morris Montgomery,
...00r.''NOW
.
''"X4'-'5•V"
who, along with his wife, was killed in an auto
accident three years ago. Neikirk went on to win the
November 3 election for the position, defeating
Democrat Bernard Davis of Shelbyville. Neikirk, long
PAPY1121.1010 COLCO
11111111111101 it0)4110
a church and civic leader in his comm
y, was a
...„.
.
for his
highly regarded attorney and judge kno
ability and fairness.
* 5*
**************
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell of the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources indicates there were
Exhibition Staged By
MATINEES
more than 312,000 licenses checked by Kentucky
DAILY
conservation officers during 1972 and that 8,200
arrests were made for game and fish violations last
*
753-0881
year. In each county the conservation officer is the
representative of Mitchell's department.
* CINEMA 1 *
* 5*
from --•
State Auditor Mary Louise Foust said last week at
Last Day! Don't Miss Lolly-Madonna!
Morehead State University that "the right woman as
a game
governor would be a blessing for Kentucky." Miss
nobody won'..
Foust, an unsuccessful candidate for governor in
1963, added that "mismanagement practices spawned
and nurtured by politics are depriving Kentuckians of
PG *
true values for each tax dollar."
*« *
753-8525 or 753-4490 for Information
UK President Otis Singletary and the board of
NO Mal 100th 11111 lEff MOUS • SCOTT MiSON SISSON WIWI
regents made an excellent choice when they selected
* CINEMA 2
Dr. Ray Hornback as the new vice president for
Ends TONITE
university relations at the Lexington campus.
Hornback, 38, now holds a similar position at
"SLITHER" (PG)
Morehead State University where he has been very
helpful and effective.
*5*
Although the number of school districts in
Starts Thursday *
Kentucky has declined from 206 to 189 in the past
$TALLY
oas
ten years due to consolidation, progress "has not
$
INgeu
been as rapid as in some states," according to recent
1•••
7
totc
iwi
ii
gr
14 1
studies. Reports on the reorganization of local school
districts were presented to the State Board of
E 421*
maw mask asisar
Education at the June quarterly meeting.
•
1‘
1
krititen thiltAKIR • MEW mut
Recommendations for further reorganizations are
*
ALISTAIR MacLEAN'S MOST
expected to come before the board from the Citizens'
BIZARRE ADVENTURE PG*
Advisory Council studying school finance.
**********************************

Rainy Days Make Poor Times For Doing Things

Fiery Fred's
fuse misfired

Bible Thoughtfor Today
I am the resurrection, and the life: he that
i•lbe eveth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he
'live.—John

.• Death seems to be an end. Those who believe in
find that death is only a doorway into a better
,•Christ
• •.

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.
hear the pronouncements of the various
we
When
_ press secretaries in Washington, that city of lost
content on the banks of the polluted Potomac, we are
:reminded of the madam of a brothel who, when she
:goes veiled to church on Sunday, clasps the biggest
k prayer book in the congregation.
"Everybody is trying to
:-•
sell something."
L:
—Abe Waterhill
Z
5,
in "Away We Go."
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•
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KARATE EXHIBITION
On'
Stage * In Person

•

.•

PITTSBURGH, PA., BROOKLINE JOURNAL: "One of the
most serious problems facing American business is proeductivity—how to increase the output of goods or services without a
corresponding increase in the cost of materials or labor....the
mechanism for increasing productivity already exist.. What
seems to be lacking, it was pointed out. is a national will to continue to truly progress. Pride of workmanship is a fading ideal.
People seem content with the status quo. Leadership is the vital
missing ingredient...And...that leadership should start with the
White House, since the federal government generates 20 percent
of the Gross National Product, and carry all the way through to
'the baker and the candlestick maker.''
++++

FRI.-SAT. 7:15 P.M.

Sensel Batoon and his
Black Belt Academy
---

COTTAGE GROVE,ORE.,SENTINEL: "If a bureaucrat were
drowning in the ocean, we have a hunch he'd probably pause long
enough to write some rules and regulations as to how it should be
done
+ -4- -4- •
BREDA, IOWA, NEWS: "The happiest priople are not
necessarily those who receive the largest salaries or the most
!"..• public acclaim. A feeling of wholesome and enviable well-being is
to be found among millions of plain people who are giving to their
daily tasks their best effort, and are meeting their obligations to
I.
their familes and their neighborhoods squarely and honesq.''++ ++
SHELBY. NC., CLEVELAND TIMES: "Here's a good incentive for keeping that.. resolution to clean out your office files:
The Weyerhaeuser Company fo Federal Way, Wash., held an OUT
( Oust Unneeded Trivia Day recently. Company employees threw
out an amazing 442 tons of paperwork and junk. In the process, the
company reclaimed 22,880 square feet of floor space and cleared
out the equivalent of 1,050 four-drawer file cabinets. Figuring the
cost of file cabinets at aournd $150 each, they saved $157,500 in
furutre file cabinet purchases alone. That should be incentive
enough for anybody."

•

Lollymadonna

JAPAN INTERNATIONAL
KARATE CENTER

®0000icatie

Starts TOMORROW!
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WE'RE FEATURING

'Beep ball'
delights
the blind
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
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Roast

Steak
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99;

SAUSAGE

Department Of
Fnl%in'sd Industry has
Trade
loaned the town of Norwich an
experimental electric bus
powered by 220-volt batteries,
capable of carrying 25 people
at a top speed of 25 miles per
hour, with a range of 35 miles.
It is believed that fleets of
battery-powered buses would
help reduce pollution caused
by exhaust fumes.
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The dark world of hundreds
I ID
of blind children across the
land is being brightened a litt
Instan
tle these days. They are playFolger's
a
ing "beep ball" on countles
sandlots in cities coast to
coast. Patrons of the "beep
ball" league are the Bell Telephone System and scads of its
10-oz
present and retired employes.
"Beep ball" for the blind
(with coupon below)
has caught on so that sightless
youngsters have been asked
to put on exhibition games in
$
several major league ball
100% Tea
parks this season before regular league contests.
3-oz. Jar
By now you are wondering
what in the world is a "beep
ball." It's about the size of a
large softball, but inside is a
'
.
01',It•••1111111•39111
.
constantly sounding electronAfist
its
following
ic beeper. By
sound, the blind can judge the
ball's path.
While "beeper ball" essentially is a game for the blind,
there is a sighted pitcher, two
'IMILIMILWWWIIILN \IWNIMIILMILIILIIVIL'ILII0
LIGHT CHUNK
sighted player assistants beyond the outfield and several
sighted umpires. There are
seven players in the field and
seven at bat.
for
2-oz
1
\6/
When the pitcher tosses the
ball to the blind batter, he holCan
lers "ball!" The batsman
hears the beep-beep in the bell
New Crop Home Grown Cooking
and swings at the sound. If he
NEM SUCES
hits the ball fair into one of
1•1111111111111 P1140111111
seven designated areas, a
ONEPON
lb.
sighted player assistant
area
the
NIMES IVINEA)1111111112WSI
shouts the number of
to alert the player assigned
p.
Florida
there.
may
ile
rniiircieli
5.lb bag
halter
The
KRAFT
walk, not run, toward either
first or third base. He knows
0
Fresh Tender Yellow Home Grown
how to get there because the
bases are "beeped," too.
If the fielder retrives the
lb.
ball before the batter walks to
the base, the batter is out. If
not, he's safe.
Fresh Hem. *own
0 Single Slices
Each half-inning has four
12 oz
outs. But if a fielder somehow
of
sound
the
track
to
manages
a ball and catch it before it
hits the ground — zap, it's
Sunkist
0
Wish Bone
four outs automatically.
Blind girls play, too, in
in cello bag
sonie BO cities across the na.
tion. And the use of the beeper
to aid the blind and allow
them to participate in sports
Armour
has been added to horseshoe
stakes, hockey pucks, ski
poles and even bowling balls
and tenpins.
It started back in February,
LUNCH MEAT
1964, in Colorado Springs,
Colo., when the principal of
the Colorado Springs School
12-oz Can
for the Blind said he needed
—1
—1
a softball with an audio tone.
The Columbine Council of
Armour •
FOLGER'S
Telephone Pioneers redevelsponded to the plea and
oped the first auto softball.
i Telephone "pioneers" are
Bell System employes with 21
1-lb. Tin
or more years of service.)
24-oz can
Today more than S5 Pioneer
(with our coupon below)
chapters are producing and
distributing "beep balls" for
the blind. The Bell System finances the project.
In San Francisco, the TeleIM.WW1101&MILMI•111W11.1 NOMILWIWILNI\11\41111.1111MLIIMIVII•WI WIL
0
phone Pioneers Council members became so interested
they persuaded officials to set
aside a site in Golden Gate
Park for a "beep ball" field.
The San Francisco Council
also has become involved in
promoting a "Beep-Ball
World Series" for 1975.
Spectator behavior at -beep
U.S. Choice
ball" games, of course, is important. You can only cheer or
boo between plays. Silence
must be maintained when the
lb.
ball is pitched, hit, caught or
when a player is walking toward base, so everybody inP
Center Cut 0
U.S. Choice
Lean Boneless
volved in the play can hear
ess Shoulder
Bonel
those bleeping beeps.
Swiss
Ralph Rock, a member of
the San Francisco Pioneers
Council who headed a comOR
mittee to teach blind children
lb.
how to play "beep ball," receives letters from all over
lb
lb.
the world nowadays, asking
for balls and rules of this
unique game. He and his comArrowhead Brand
mittee have set aside a speCraddock'S Pure Pork
cial room in which Bell employes, active and retired,
volunteer their time to keep
up with the demands for
equipment and instructions.

Electric bus gets
test in England
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Standings
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
East
W. L. Per G.B
582 —
39 28
Chicago
517 41 ?
30 28
Montreal
484
32
30
Louis
St
28 31 475 7
New York

By

Rosemary Longborg Hit
Hard But Jim Isn't

Scramble To
Be Held At
Oaks Sunday

A scrambles tournament for
career and drove in a run to White Sox 3-1, Oakland whipped
By KEN RAPPOPORT
will be held
Associated Press Sports Writer spark Cincinnati over San Kansas City 11-6, the New York men and ladies
at the Oaks
They separated the men from Francisco. Fred Norman Yankees edged Baltimore 5-4, Sunday, June 24,
at 1
beginning
Club
the
for
Cleveland
tripped
Country
Detroit
8-7
three-hitter
a
pitched
the girls at Veterans Stadium
and, in a twi-night double- p.m
and it was a good thing for the Reds.
All persons who wish to
In the American League, header, Boston swept MilPhiladelphia Phillies.
may sign up at the
Cali8-4
7-3,
waukee
and
participate
4-1,
Texas
taking
the
beat
Minnesota
After Rosemary Lonborg was
pro shop or call Bobby Fike at
hit hard in a wives' game, her fornia topped the Chicago second game in 11 innings.
753-8474 be 3 p.m. on June 23.
husband Jim pitched tough
The Ladies Day general
attraction
baseball in the main
meeting will be held at Oaks on
to help the Phillies beat the
Tuesday, June 26, at 1 p.m. All
New York Mets 6-1 Tuesday
members are urged to attend
night.
the meeting.
"I'm glad Rosemary had the
bad night and not Jim," said
Philadelphia Manager Danny
Formal Dedication
Ozark after his tall right-handSUCH AN EFFORT— University of Minnesota's Dave Winfield tries 6 feet, 7 inches
er held the Mets to four hits in
EVELETH, Minn. (Al') —
at Minneapolis, Minn. He's also its pitcher.
eight innings, clearly his best 1
The U.S. Hockey Hall of Fame
performance of the season.
will be formally dedicated and
Lonborg's wife didn't do
opened to the public Thursday.
nearly as well. She gave up
Among clignetaries attending
seven runs in the first inning as
the opening of the building will
the Met wives crushed the
on
be Minnesota Gov, Wendell Aniation. A wrist injury figured in former teammate of Howe's
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
Philadelphia "fillies" 13-1.
derson, U.S. Rep. John Blatnik,
two Stanley Cup teams at Desaid
Howe
but
retirement
his
Writer
Sports
Press
Associated
In the other National League
D-Minn., and National Hockey
troit, said it would seem
Atlanta at Los Angeles, N
HOUSTON (AP) — Gordie that won't be a problem.
games, the Montreal Expos
League President Clarence
coaching an NHL Hall
strange
Only games scheduled
four
for
is
contract
Howe's
Howe has signed a million dolwhipped the St. Louis Cardinals
Campbell. Walter Bush Jr.,
of Famer like Howe.
long
as
play
can
he
and
years
a
fulfilled
and
Contract
lar
the
League
beat
American
3-1; the Chicago Cubs
president of the NHL's MinBut Howe said he just wanted
East
longtime dream of playing on as he wants but most of the
Pittsburgh Pirates 6-3 in the
nesota North Stars, will be the
be one of the boys.
W. L. Pct. G.B.
to
year
one
playing
same team with his sons— talk is about
first game of a doubleheader
540 —
34 29
Milwaukee
Featured speaker at the dedica- the
Howe's contract calls for a
and then retiring to an adminis2 before losing the second, 4-3;
1
/
531
regret.
34 30
one
only
is
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New York
now
tion banquet Thursday night.
$500,000 bonus and $500,000
526 1
30 27
Baltimore
"My only regret is I'm sorry trative position.
2 the Houston Astros trimmed
/
32 30 516 11
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the London Grass Courts Ten- Tuesday after signing a fourMike Marshall provided late2 inning relief for Steve Renko
1
70 39 339 12/
Texas
2,000TH HIT—Pete Rose of the Cincinnati Reds pickedup his nis Championships, while Chris year contract with the World
Tuesday's Games
Area.. 10 Yeelenday S Pu,'.
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The Ohio Valley Conference will once again have its basketball
games telecast by its own network.
In a recent meeting, the first four games of the conference
season have been picked. All of the eight teams in the conference
can be seen in those first four games.
During the last four weeks, the games will be selected on a
wildcard basis with the most important game of that week being
the one televised.
Murray State University will be the first host school next year
when the Racers will meet Eastern Kentucky for a home game
on the afternoon of January 12.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the
scorekeepers of each local baseball league who are taking their
time to call in the results of the game.
Without the cooperation of these individuals, the Ledger &
Times would find it almost impossible to cover the many
ballgames each week.
The scorekeepers of the leagues we are covering are Colt
League, Brad Barnett; Pony League, John Harrison; Little
League, Terry Jackson, and the president of the Kentucky
League, Joe Rose.
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World Stars Walk
Out On Wimbledon

By Mike Brandon
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A few of the athletes at Murray State University are back in
town.
Marcelous Starks and "Chug" Coleman are going to summer
school.
One freshman recruit is already raising a lot of eyebrows.
Grover Woolard, a 6-7 New Jersey pep guard, looks to be taller
than that height.
It is going to be really something to watch this guy come
driving down the floor.
When the fall semester begins in a couple of more months, I
plan to begin a weekly feature on a Murray State athlete.
The features will include athletes from all of the sports on
campus.
their ideas as far as a
I would like for a few people to give me
to
weekly feature. By doing this, I can give you what you want
read.

API — The
LONDON
world's top tennis stars, angered by the suspension of Nikki
Pilic, walked out on Wimbledon
Wednesday and forced postponement of the draw.
The action by the Association
of Tennis Professionals threatened to reduce the world's No.
1 tennis tournament to a second-class event.
Wimbledon's organizers, the
All-England Lawn Tennis Club,
said the draw scheduled for
Wednesday morning now would
be made Friday.
The move was clearly intended to allow time for compromise.
A statement from the club
"This action is being taksaid,
Champion Johnny Miller shows off his daughter, en to allow all concerned time
THE CHAMP AND HIS FAMILY—U.S.Open Golf
a
have
also
couple
The
on
title.
the
he
after
to consider the situation which
Kelly, six months, with his wife, Linda at Oakmont. Pa.,
son, John Strouse, was not present.
I AP Wirephoto) has now arisen."
More than 70 stars were involved in the boycott—over half
the total entry in the men's singles. They included Stan Smith,
the reigning champion from
Pasadena, Calif., and 15 of the
16 seeds in the men's singles.
Only men players were affected. The women's singles
will go on as planned.
The All-England Club, which
runs Wimbledon, was faced

Mu&

'Daddy, Do Football
Players Take Drugs?

BOWLING
STANDINGS

with the problem of patching
up its shattered tournament at
short notice
It appeared that the draw
would have to be postponed and
extra players brought in to fill

Secretariat
May Run At
Arlington
NEW YORK (API — Triple
Crown champion Secretariat,
who hadn't been expected to resurne racing until August at
Saratoga, may run in a threeway match race at Arlington
Park June 30, if officials of the
Chicago track have their way.
Track spokesmen said preliminary arrangements for the
8100,000 invitational event had
been completed and that they
had received a commitment
that Secretarat would run, but
the horse's trainer, Lucien Laurin, said nothing had been finalized.
"Secretariat is coming here
and he's going to run against
Our Native nnd probably
Linda's Chif," 'Jack Meyers.
racing secretary at Arlington
Park, said Tuesday.
"I spoke with Lucien by telephone and he was enthused,"
Meyers added. "He contacted
Mrs. John Tweedy, Secretariat's owner, and she gave her
approval."
Laurin, however, said the Arlington race would "not necessarily" be his star's next outing.
"I probably would run there
if everything was just right,"
Laurin said. "But I don't know
who the horses are, I don't
know what the conditions are.
Nothing is set."

the gaps.
Behind the Pilic dispute is ..
growing resistance by the players to the dictates of their national associations.
Pilic, who was a contracted
professional for six years and
lived most of the time in the
United States, was suspended
by the Yugoslav Tennis Association because he refused to
play for his country in the
Davis Cup.
The International Lawn Tennis Federation confirmed the
suspension. The All-England
Club backed the ILTF and refused to accept Pilic's entry.
Supported by the ATP, Pilic
put his case before a high court
judge. He asked for injunctions against the ILTF and the All-England Club that in effect
would have quashed his suspension in time for the big tournament.
Judge Sir Hugh Forbes, after
legal arguments occupying
three days, threw out the application Tuesday with the comment that courts should be slow
to interfere with international
matters.
The ATP, formed last year,
has 97 members. Its president,
Cliff Drysdale of South Africa,
claimed more than 70 would
join the boycott.
Drysdale told newsmen theassociation would take disciplinary action against players
who refused to join the boycott.
But when reporters asked
whether it would be fair to penalize players from Communist
countries who had to do as they
were told, Drysdale replied:
"No, it would not be fair."
The All-England Club accepted 112 players for the Wimbledon men's singles. A qualifying,
tournament now is in progress
to decide 16 further places.
Of the 16 seeded players, only
Jan Kodes of Czechoslovakia is
outside the ATP.
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By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — National Football League players are
reacting angrily to their being
publicly indicted as a group because of unsubtantiated stories
that a few of them may be
dealing in drugs.
NFL players polled by The
Associated Press unanimously
denied knowing of any players
dealing in drugs but acknowledged that, if the reports are
true, it would be a black mark
against the game and that guilty players should be dealt with
severely.
And a spot check of players
shows they're generally opposed to a congressional proposal which singles them out
for urinalysis tests as a means
of combatting reported drug
use around the league, a plan
which the NFL Players Associ-
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UK To Show Tobacco
Research At Field Day
LEXINGTON, KY. — What's
new in farming today? In terms
of farm income and expeoses,
this question may be more
important today than ever
before. In order to take advantage of today's farm prices
and at the same time hold down
spiraling production costs,
farmers must keep up with the
latest advancements in farm
technology.
The University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture will
present a wealth of new information on a wide variety of
agricultural topics at its Farmers Research Information
Day on June 26. The event will
be conducted at UK's Coldstream-Spindletop -Maine
Chance research farms near
Lexington.
Displays, demonstrations and
tours will be used to present the
University's latest research
-findings on crop and livestock
production.
Ten different tours will be
going on throughout the day,
getting underway at 9 a.m. The
tours will begin at Maine
Chance farm on Newtown Pike,
and visitors can go on as many
of the tours as they wish during
the day
A special program on horses
will be featured at the field day.
There will be demonstrations
on the teaching of basic and
advanced riding and on the
teaching of breaking and
•training techniques. The
University's teaching program
on horses will be outlined, and
research information on horse
nutrition, health care and
parasite control will be
presented.
The skyrocketing cost of
protein supplement is one of the
most serious problems facing
farmers today, and UK animal
scientists are doing extensive
research on more economical
protein feeding. At the field day
- the UK beef cattle specialists
will discuss feeding urea as a
protein substitute. The dairy
scientist will discuss the protein
needs of dairy cows and how to
meet these needs at the least
possible cost.
0 Many swine producers today
are wondering if it is wise to
lower protein levels in swine
rations. Pigs fed various levels
and sources of protein will be on
display at the field day. The
possibility of using Opaque - 2
corn, which has about 25 percent more protein than regular

Honeymoon Was Short For Mrs. John Dean
By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
honeymoon was short for Maureen Kane Dean. The past few
months of Watergate crises following her October marriage to
John W. Dean III have been
horrendous, she says.
"But maybe we'll be able to
relax a bit when this—what
shall I call it?—is over," Mrs.
Dean said in a doorstep interview at her home.
"This" is the scandal over
the Watergate conspiracy and
coverup in which her husband
Is alleged to have played a major role.
Mrs. Dean said she will ac-

corn, as a source of protein for
hogs and dairy cattle will be
explored.
Visitors at the ,ield day can
see Finn-cross sheep which
bear litters of up to six to eight
lambs. There will be information on heat detection rn
cattle, liquid manure handling,
beef sire selection, grass
tetany, and forage testing.
Swine farrowing facilities and
simple homemade cattle
handling equipment will be
demonstrated.
Tobacco producers can check
variety tests, including plots of
Maryland type tobacco. In
addition, they can learn about
liquid fertilizer in setter water,
weed control and disease
control.
UK agronomists will also
demonstrate research work on
small grains, corn, soybeans,
grasses and legumes, they will
show variety tests, fertilizer
studies, no-till studies, and
weed control studies. New
harvesting and field storage
systems for hay will be
displayed.
Farmers must consider insect
control in almost all crop and
livestock enterprises. UK entomologists will discuss alfalfa
weevil control, safe use of
systemic insecticides on
tobacco, and soybean insect
problems. They will have a
display on various dust bags
available for fly control on
cattle and will show art
automatic spray system for
controlling flies in livestock
buildings.
The June 28 field day at
Lexington will be the first of two
such events conducted by the
UK College of Agriculture this
summer. Another Farmers
Research Information Day will
be held July 19 at the West
Kentucky Research and Extension Center at Princeton.

Tourism changes
Guam's image

Kuhn's Reports Increased Sales
K Stores Corp. state chain totaled $38,333,176,
reported sales in its 48 Big K compared with $27,702,344 for
discount department stores and the same period of 1972.
Sales for the month of May
23 Kuhn's Variety stores Ina-eased by 36.3 per cent during this year were $9,991,117, a 44.3
the first five months of this per cent increase over the
$6,921,636 reported for the same
year.
month last year, Kuhn said.
Jack W. Kuhn, president, said
"Our sales, both for May and
sales through May in the fivethe year to date, are in line with
management's objectives,"
Kuhn said, "and we look for a
substantial additional contribution from the nine Big K
units to be opened during the
remainder of the year." He said
the Company is working to
To
Insure that all are open by Nov.
1 so they may share in the
yearend holiday sales which
traditionally account for about
40 per cent of the Company's
At
annual business.
Kuhn's-Big K has stores in
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
Kentucky and Mississippi, and
its expansion program this year
and next also includes outlets in
Arkansas,
Indiana
and
Missouri.
The Company's stock is listed
on the American Stock Exchange.
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By FRED COLEMAN
different in other countries
Associated Press Writer
which don't have Britain's speLONDON (AP) — It may be cial problems.
small comfort to Americans,
In France, the controls are
but their inflation problems voluntary.
The government has
could be worse. They are in recommended
a limit of 7 per
much of Western Europe.
cent a year on wage raises. But
Wage and price controls are even Finance Minister
Valery
not working well on this side of Giscard d'Estaing
admits
the Atlantic, an Associated wages are
now rising at a rate
Press survey shows. Often the of 12 per
cent annually.
controls have been less successSome countries have rejected
ful in Europe than in the
wage and price controls as unUnited States.
The rate of inflation is still workable or as politically unacworse in Britain, France, ceptable. Spain and Italy are
Spam, Italy, Denmark and Fin- examples. In both nations inflation is now a worse problem.
land than in America.
In Italy the annual rate of inBritain,
example,
for
In
flation is nearly 14 per cent, up
Prime
Minister
Edward
from 8 per cent last year. In
Heath's government followed
Spain it is about 12 per cent, up
lead
Nixon
November
the
last
from 8.7 per cent.
and introduced the nation's
Belgium has compulsory
toughest wage and price conprice controls, yet inflation
trols in its peacetime history.
there is the country's worst
Inflation then was running at 9
since the Korean War, rising at
per cent a year. It is still runabout 8 per cent a year.
ning now at 9.2 per cent a year.
West Germany has so far
Worse still, food prices have
avoided both one extreme of no
been rising faster in Britain uncontrols at all and the other exder the controls than they were
treme of strict wage and price
before. Last year food prices
curbs. Yet the country's inwere rising at a rate of 3.4 per
flation rate is growing at 7.8
cent annually. This year they
per cent a year, a postwar
are rising at about 15 per cent
record.
8 year.
So far in Western Europe this
Britain may be a special year two of the best performcase. Much of the food price ances were recorded by the
boost was caused by the na- Netherlands and Norway, both
tion's entry into the European with inflation rates of 7.8 per
Common Market on Jan. 1. cent. Neither has extensive
Also, in this trading nation, im- wage and price controls. But in
ported food and raw materials both countries the cost of living
are exempt from the price con- is still rising at more than
trols. And Britain must import twice the rate of inflation in the
51 per cent of its food and raw United States Aging the
moat
materials.
successful period of the Nixon
But the pattern is not much controls.

ASIA MEMO

GUAM — This 209-squaremile dot in the Pacific is undergoing a change in image.
When you push the "Guam"
button in most adults' consciousness, the card that pops
up reads: "Strategic Air
Command base,- "Pacific
Navy installations," "Japanese World War II stragglers."
Mostly, the image has been
that of a mid-Pacific military
bastion.
Today, the talk under the
palm trees here is mainly
about — of all things — tourism and real estate.
The influx of tourists that is

creating a demand for hotels
and condominiums is not from
the U.S. mainland —yet. That
will come when Americans
find that since Guam is a U.S.
territory their shrinking dollars will go further than in
exotic foreign locales.

Until that side of the market
develops, however, Japanese
tourists by the jurnbojet-load
are keeping local tourist and
real estate operators hopping.
Jackson Goss, a Bostonbased mortgage insurance
executive, came all the way
here from the East Coast to
study the market and is going
home convinced.
"Guam has become the
same type of resort area for
middle-income
Japanese
families that Hawaii is for
high-income visitors from
Japan," said Goss, who was a
reporter before changing careers. 'The tourists spend a
limited time on Guam,but the
money stays."
As a result, according to
Goss and others, Guam is in
the midst of a development
boom that is expected to last
for another four to five years.
Another developer, Hawaii
millionaire Chinn Ho, also has
been a recent visitor and describes what is happening in
Guam as "an important supplement to the emergence of -4
Hawaii as a true multinational bridge across the Pacific."
In 1963, Guam could count.
i
only 198 tourists. Last year Og
there were 105,000, mainly
Japanese. Many of those were
honeymooners. By 1975, tourism is expected to account for
about 250,000 of the anticipated 275,000 annual visitors.
The growth surge in visitors
and permanent population
has been a switch from construction by the military to
construction by the private
sector.
Guam's permanent population, for example, has grown
from 67,000 in 1960 to about
95,000 today. The pressure has
seen land values soar In
some areas the cost of and
has gone from $5 to over $40 a
square yard in less than two
years.
The investment capital that
conies into Guam is arriving
from several directions In
addition to American and
Japanese funds, there is money from South Korea, Hong
Kong and Taiwan
Part of the motivation, it
seems, is that despite America's problems in the balance
of payments area, a lot of people still want to own a chunk
of the United States of America. To overseas Chinese, who
traditionally value land ownership'Very highly, the situation on the mainland of China
_Qifers. no oppeeti4t/ to
So they look to stable areas
elsewhere. Some decide to
buy into Guam-.
All of this pressure' has
combined to give Guam a
genuine real estate boom atmosphere. Homes are being
sold before they are built. The
pressure for hotel and motel
constructicn is increasing.
The nearly 2,100 hotel and
, motel rooms at the end of 1972
will grow to 3,500 by the end of
this year. Building permits issued show that $77 million
worth of new hotel construction alone will be under way
by the middle of 1974.

President Nixon find Dean
April 30. Leaked accounts of
the 34-year-old lawyer's story,
told so far behind closed doors,
Indicate that he is likely to implicate Nixon in the Watergate
coverup.
Since those chilly spring days
when Mrs. Dean watched her
husband fall from White House

Inflation Problems
Even Worse, Europe

THE LATEST IN NIGHT VISION—These goggles
enable soldiers to see at night and still have their hands
tree for numerous tasks. The goggles, a development
of the Army Electronics Command's Night Vision Laboratory at Ft. Belroir, Va., weigh only 1.85 pounds.
The old starlight night vision scopes weighed almost
six pounds and needed two hands to hold.

By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

company the ousted White
House counsel when he tells his
version of the conspiracy to the
Senate Watergate committee
next Monday.
"You can bet I'll be there,"
said the handsome blonde, who
is Dean's second wife. He is divorced from his first wife.

n,..
est

t
'W.
s
k s

Mrs. Dean spoke, her husband
was seen seated in the basement den, bent over a desk
filled with papers, putting the
finishing touches on a long
document he intends to read
before the Watergate committee.
Asked if she helped him prepare the statement, Mrs_ Dean
said, "I've helped him type it,
but the ideas are his, of course,
from his head."
Mrs. Dean, who appears to
be slightly younger than her
husband, was calm and softspoken on what was to ha‘c
been the eve of Dean's televised Senate Watergate committee debut. The hearings later were postponed for a week
because of the state visit of Soviet leader Leonid I. Brezhney

glory, her life has changed
markedly and "it's become terribly busy," she said.
In a way, she has been prisoner in her own home. Network
television crews have camped
on her townhouse doorstep in
Alexandria, Va., sometimes
round-the-clock, knocking on
the front door until midnight
and catching her again when
she appeared to collect the
morning newspaper.
Shortly after her husband lost
his job, she escaped to Florida
for a few days respite. But,
since then, there have been few
outings for tennis, swimming,
visiting with friends, even shopping, she said. "But maybe
when it's all over ...." The sentence lingered.
From the doorstep where
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SPACE AGE

Skylab
spawns
new lingo

010

By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
For more than a decade
Americans have been hearing
and reading the strange language of the spaceman as he
ventured forth on the Mercury
and Gemini missions and finally to the moon.
In the next eight months, if
Murphy's Law does not prevail, we will be exposed to
some new space jargon as
three crews of Skylab astronauts swing around the earth
270 miles high.
Murphy's Law, incidentally, is a half-joking rule among
the astronauts which states
that "what can go wrong will
go wrong." Indeed, the first
Skylab crew, with its powershort, overheated cabin, can
tell you about Murphy's Law.
With the cooperation of the
federal space agency, Phi!coFord Corp. has come out with
a new glossary of space terms
especially suited for the Skylab project.Some of the words
and acronyms are downright
weird, others are way-out, a
few are thigh-slappers.
Try to remember these as
you hear Skylab broadcasts or
read about the derring-do of a
new breed of long-endurance
U.S. astronauts:
In "Skylab Astronyms," for
example, LA is not an abbreviation for Los Angeles, the
nations' third largest city, but
alphabetese for "left axilla"
— the left armpit.
You may hear the astronauts talking to Mission Control at Houston about a
"Brooklyn clothesline." They
will be discussing a backup
system of ropes and pulleys
used to transport film to arid
from Skylab's huge telescope.
When the astronauts refer
to "BURPS" it won't mean
the Skylab food is bad. It's an
acronym for Backup Rate of
Pitch.
"Barber poles" are blackand-white striped gauges that
spin to show Skylab systems
are working properly.
During docking missions of
the Skylab command ship
with the orbital workshop you
may hear an astronaut observe: "We are zips." That's
flight crew slang for a control
panel 'lading all zeroes, indicating the command ship has
stopped and docked with the
lab.
OWS, incidentally, is not an
expression of pain but a
quicker way of saying "orbital workshop."
It's possible you'll hear a
Houston flight controller telling an astronaut to "go to
POO." Don't be alarmed. The
controller merely is instructing the astronaut to return the
on-board spacecraft computer to zero to begin a new computation. POO is the acronym
for "program zero-zero."
A "Skybet" is Skylab's best
estimate of orbital trajectory
and IRS has nothing to do with
the Internal Revenue Service.
It means "inertial reference
system."
When the astronauts talk
about the PTA, don't think of
the schoolhouse meeting you
must attend later in the week.
Think of "pitch trim angle" or
"pulse torque assembly."
LSD is no hangup for astronauts, but they may use the
term to mean "launch systems data." And POT is short
For potable or drinkable water.
While no gals will be riding
aboard Skylab, astronauts
may refer to "Sal" from time
to time as they use the acronym for "scientific airlock."
Of the more than 2,000
terms, phrases and acronyms
listed in the manual, about 70
per cent are new and peculiar
only to the Skylab missions.

Christianity attracts
few in China today
ProL John Fleming of St.
Andrew's University in England says the Christian
church is still alive in China
but is receiving few new
members.
In Peking. the Protestant
church has a membership of
about 500 with 20 pastors and
40 churchworkers, Prof.
Fleming says. He also says
the Catholic church services
are still in Latin but the
church is hostile to Vatican
policy and regards itself as
"separated from Rome."
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50% Polyester
50% Cotton

Reg. '3.47

The Lure that guarantees
te catch more fish!

9

$2

Reg. '2.44

Six steps
to a dark
rich tan!

LADIES

CLOGS
Asstd. Colors

LADIES

Reg. '5.94

PANTY HOSE

$296

TENNIS
SET
•
*.

Sizes A-B

Reg. 83'

1111OEM
BANKAMERICARD

100/0e

42;

Ndirrno ifew

Polyester

Set contains: 3 tennis balls, head
cover and tennis racket.

Fashion Colors

Double
Knit

STEEL
SHELVING
UNIT

la* ea 14 OLZ

Reg. '10.92

FA; 41 60 Inch
Wide
V11,11t
it:

•
St

Reg. 13.88

$48

•5 Shelf Unit
•12"x30"x66"

Reg. 59.94
LADIES
BOUFFANT

PEAT
MOSS
PEAT
MOSS
IMMO.
mamma RIM NM,

$688

SHOWER CAPS

50-lb.
Bag

Satin Lined
100% Acetate

30 QUART

Reg. 92'

ICE CHEST

Reg. 87'

fo$,i 00

72it

with
1 Gallon

Picnic Jug

7

2-MAN

19 Inch

Inflatable
BOAT

Charcoal
Grills

Reg. '24.99

• Portable
•Adjustable

Reg. 53.97

$1796

Reg. '6.96

PICNIC
JUG

$566

•Unbreakable
•Rustproof

100 Count
9" Size

PAPER PLATES

Reg. '2.67

$293

Reg. 99'

$]44

77'

911

STYRO
CUPS
9-oz. Size

Reg. 53"

38'

Alka-Seltzer 1

wow*ev
WIWI' •U1'AII

WEAREVER
Heavy Duty

ALUMINUM FOIL
Reg. 33'

88'

f"
Limit 4

Hi Impact Plastic

ALKA-SELTZER

500 Count

NAPKINS
Reg. 88' 414.1.1

25 Tablets

Reg. 66C

38'

Limit 4
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New Concord Homemakers Meet At Paris Landing

PAt.t. I It .11

Duet
By Abigail Van Buren

A securi_ty_guard is
safer than a handy gun

a breakfast recently were, left to right, standing,
Salem Baptist Church women present for
,Paul Dailey,Sr., Fleetwood Crouch, Marion
Sheridan
Jerry
Miller,
Ferrel
Calhoun,
Mesdames Paul
Key, Iva Rodgers; seated, Mesdames
Clifton
Fain,
James
Miller,
Matthews, Hugh Foster, Ethel
Mrs. Lee Redden attended but could
Boyd.
Bernice
and
Burt,
Gordon Crouch, Chastene Stone, Luck
and used clippings from old
speaker
the
Dailey was
not remain for the picture. Mrs. Paul
devotional subject was "Heaven"
Her
present.
members
to
g
pertainin
by.
newspapers of days gone
he
Fuller used in his world wide gospel broadcast which
and in conclusion read a letter Dr. Charles
received from one of his listeners.

Kentucky Lake District Home Economics
Teachers Meet At Paducah For Program

Miss Mount Is
Honored With
Coffee Recently

Speaking at the afternoon
The Kentucky Lake District
Carleen
Home Economics Teachers session was Mrs.
with the
held their final district meeting Friedman. Working
Board of
Friday, June 8, at Mr. Bill's McCracken County
Miss Deborah Mount, was
an enRestaurant in Paducah. The Health, she presented
recently at a coffee at
honored
on
program
State Department of Education joyable and helpful
of Mrs. S.M.
home
the
Family
has reorganized the vocational "Methods of Teaching
o.
Matarazz
that
out
brought
She
"
Planning.
districts into new districts so
An arrangement of mixed
, in an
they will coincide with other teaching sex education
flowers and yellow
garden
help
regions in the state. Teachers in adult manner, might
decorated the serving
candles
-marital
pre
many
will
prevent
the Kentucky Lake District
table which was covered with a
now be found in Region 1 and pregnancies.
hand-embroidered cloth.
Teachers attending from here green
Region 2.
occasion Miss Mount,
For
the
Murray
Lilly,
Luly
Mrs.
Symwere
Mrs. Beverly Ford,
of Mr. Paul David
ct,
tilde-ele
Kerllck
sonia, President, called the High, and Mrs. Bess
Warwick, Jr., chose from her
Forrest,
Lucy
the
Miss
in
and
led
and
order
to
meeting
trousseau, a pant-suit of peach
discussion concerning progress Calloway County High.
gingham and pine green floral —
of the district and the procedure
print. She was presented with a
ion.
organizat
the
dissolving
for
corsage of white and tropiciumi.
Mrs.
Secretary of the district,
roses.
Brenda Highfil, was in charge
of the program which honored
Mrs. Carroll Guy, mother of
the retiring teachers in the
the honoree, wore a knit pants
Kentucky Lake District. Those
suit of pink and white check in
The Mattie Bell Hayes Circle combination with solid pink. A
honored were: Mrs. Jackie
Davis, Fulton County High of the First United Methodist corsage of pink roses and
School: Mrs. Mary DeMeyer, Courch znet June 11,at 7 p.m. in baby's-breathe was presented
Fulton City High School; and the social hall of the church. to her.
Muriel Robertson, president,
Mrs. Agnes Jones, Sedalia High
Hostesses were Mrs. Frank
All ladies were opened the meeting with prayer Kodman, Mrs. Dale Lemons,
School
presented lovely gifts of ap- and Sadie Nell Jones gave the and Mrs.
Matarazzo. Miss
preciation for their many years devotion in the absence of Heather Kodman and Miss
Fannie May Sledd, who was Laurel Guy assisted in greeting
of service from the district.
unable to attend.
the guests.
Mrs. Lucy Lilly, Murray,
"Modern Sunday," was the
National
President-elect of the
by
subject of the program given
Association of Vocational Home
Juliet Wallis. The subject dealt
Economics Teachers presented
with liberated churches.
about
program
an informative
Two guests, Mrs. Lucille
the national conference.
/
Dr. Marjorie Stewart, Dean of Gregory and Mrs. Susie Beale,
were
present.
n
Educatio
s
the Home Economic
Ruth and Frances Sexton
Department of the University of
Kentucky, presented a most served refreshments at the
the
meeting.
of
in esting program on Career close
gaucation. She emphasized
HOSPITAL PATIENT
how important work was to our
Nancy Charlene Warren of
society and that children should
Mrs. J. B. Burke.= . . .
One was
start becoming familiar with Murray Route
Plbone 753 1911 se 753-4147
the
9
form
d
June
discharge
the various professions early in
Mayfield.
ty
Hospital,
Communi
life.

Mattie Bell Hayes
Circle Meets At The
Methodist Church

400Y40r4fi

311QC 3ALC

.GREAT SAVING DAYS
ARE HERE!!
For Women
• Naturalizer * Life Stride * Miss America
Were 18.00 to '25 00
NOW $590 to $ 1690

always happens.
Am I wrong to believe we are in more danger keeping
WORRIED
the gun in the store? Or am I right.'
DEAR WORRIED: You are right. Statistics show that
guns kill more innocent people than robbers. And law enforcement experts would strongly advise against keeping a
loaded gun handy. The security guard is a far better idea.
DEAR ABBY: Do you see anything wrong with entertaining a boy friend in your bedroom" I am IS and Mike is
17, and I entertain him in my bedroom because that's
where the stereo is and all we do is listen to records and
talk. Besides, I have two little brats for brothers and if
Mike and I didn't lock ourselves in the bedroom those kids
would be running in and out and bothering us.
When my mother found my bedroom door locked with
Mike inside, she had a cow. We weren't doing anything
wrong. I don't know why she doesn't trust me. I've never
gotten into any trouble with dudes.
What's wrong with listening to records in my bedroom?
Please make your answer short because I don't like long
OKAY GIRL
boring ariEwers.
te place
appropria
DEAR OKAY A bedroom is not an
entertain your boy friend. Move your stereo to another
room, don't lock any doors, and ask your mother to please
'discipline the kids.
DEAR ABBY: I am a grown woman but I am so
ashamed I just can't tell the truth about something, and
that is my problem. The daughter of a friend was recently
married and I sent her a luncheon cloth and matching
napkins for a wedding gift She called me and told me the
color doesn't go with her decqrating scheme and she'd like
to return it for another color
Abby, I bought it on sale and was told it was not
ASHAMED
returnable. So what should I tell her?
DEAR ASHAMED: Tell her the gift is not returnable.
What else? And don't be ashamed. There is nothing shameful about taking advantage of a sale.
CONrIDENTIAL TO "DUMB CITY KID—AGE at": A
mule is the offspring of a male ass and a female horse.
A mule Is almost always sterile.
A "hinny" is the offspring of a she-ass and a stallion. A
hinny is also usually sterile.
An ass is a donkey. A jackass is specifically a male
donkey. [Class adjourned. I
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your cheat.
For a personal reply. write to ABBY: Box No. MS& L. A.,
Calif. NNW Eadose stamped, self-addressed envelope,
please.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send SI to Abby. Box Mee. Los Angeles. Cal. MU.

ROLLINS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rollins of
Route Four. Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Greta
Carole, weighing eight pounds
and fourteen and a half ounces,
born June 14.
They have one son, Clint Eric,
age two. The father is employed
at Tappan.
Grand parents are Mr. and
Mrs. William Edward Rollins of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Hutson of Murray. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
John W Adams, Rev. and Mrs.
J.N Darnell both of Cadiz, and
Mr Bethel Dowdy of Mayfiield.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
Smith, 509 South Ilth Street,
Murray, announce the birth of a
baby boy, Gregory Lee,
weighing seven pounds 10L2
ounces, and measuring 2012.
inches, born on Monday, June
11, at 505 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

* Roblee * PedwinWere 116.00 to '30 00
NOW $990 to $ 1 990
chance to get fantastic values
Our big shoe sale. It's your chance to save. Your
ble styles for women. Bold
fashiona
of
choice
on your family's shoes. Take your
They're in the colors you want
looks for men. Quality-minded children's shoes.
and save big. Our selection
now
most and the sizes that fit you best. So come in
it still complete.

ADAMS
SHOE STORE
Murray, Ky.

best
for another year isiat only the frame should bring out the
lesson leaders being changed. in the picture but should never
The special interest lesson on be more important than the
and picture.
Drying
"Selecting,
The Blessing for the noon
Creating Winter Bouquets" was
was given by Mrs. Ralph
meal
Cook
Curtie
Mrs.
by
presented
Wilson.
eld.
and Mrs. Charlie Stubblefi
Fifteen members and one
They showed a sample of
Mrs. Lona Malcolm,
borax
visitor,
and
sand
in
dried
flowers
present.
color.
were
perfect
which retained
The next meeting will be held
The major lesson "Picture
r 12 at 1 p.m. in the
Septembe
A.
H.
Mrs.
by
Framing" was
I. B. Mayfield.
Mrs.
of
home
the
The minutes and roll call Brantley who said that
were given by Mrs. Effie Edwards with each member
naming a wedding custom and
giving the reason they liked the
custom.
The club officers will continue
VANITY FAIR

Concord
New
The
Homemakers Club met June 13
at the Paris Landing State Park
for a combination of business,
picnicing and visitation.
The meeting was called to
order by the president, Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield. The
devotion was given by Mrs.
Ralph Wilson, who lead the
group in the 23rd Psalm.

The new father is employed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. and the new
mother is on leave from the
Murray Natural Gas Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Odle and Mrs. Opal
Smith, all of Murray, and G.C.
Smith of Phoenix, Arizona.
Great grandparents are Mrs,
Beth Odle of Sugar Tree, Tenn.,
Clyd Smith of Decaturville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Lena t'onningham of Murray.

and
MAIDENFORM

Blankenship Circle
Of South Pleasant
Grove Church Meets

BRA SALE
Now On!

The Blankenship Circle of the
women of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
met on Wednesday, June 6, at
7:30 at the home of Mrs. Wanda
Kimbro.
Mrs. Marilyn Erwin, vicepresident, called the meeting to
order in the absence of the
president.
Mrs. Myrna Phillip gave the
program with the help of Mrs.
Erwin, Mrs. Carolyn Parks,
and Mrs. Donna Jackson.
The minutes of the last
meeting were read by Mrs.
Kimbro, secretary, who also
called the roll. The treasurer's
report was also given.
Old and new business, including the annual Lions Club
supper, held Tuesday, June 12,
was discussed.
Refreshments were served to
the six members present at the
close of the meeting.
The July meeting will be a
joint meeting with the C,ordelia
Erwin Circle at the Grecian
Steak House on July 11.
The next regular meeting of
the group will be August 1, at
7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Jane Cothran.

Golde

Bi

3 Groups
MISSY

SPORTSWEAR
1/3 Off
JUNIORS
Tops
Dresses
Shorts
Cover-Ups
Pant Suits
./ Slacks
— ON THE BALCONY —

3
1/

Off

Missy

SHOES
SWIM
Values to 119.00
SUITS
$500
1/3 Off
169 Pairs
SHOES

Duplicate Bridge
Club Meets—Tonight

$900

Values to 120.00

Clogs — Heels — Sports
212 PAIRS

The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet Wednesday evening at 7:00 p.m. in
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church. All bridge players are
cordially invited to attend.
Persons who have never
played duplicate bridge before
can learn mechanics of the
game in a few minutes prior to
the game. Players without a
partner are welcome to kibbitz
or a partner will be found for the
evening.
For further information, call
Wallace Swan,7534838, Chuck
Rang, or Sophie Sagrera, 7539321.
Last week's winners were
Max and Kay Carman, first
place; Gloria Cunningham and
Sam Posey, second place; and
Carroll Harrison and Anne
Swan, third place.

TBIRTHSJ

SMITH BOY

For Men

West Side of Court Square

DEAR ABBY - My husband and I own a small grocery
store in a very rough neighborhood. We have been here for
many years and make a good living. Two years ago we
were held up i‘%tce in 6 months. The robbers tied us up and
cleaned out the register, but no real harm came to us.
After that, my husband hired a security guard. Since then
nobody has bothered us
A few months ago someone told my husband he was
foolish to pay a security guard—he should let the security
guard go and keep a loaded gun under the counter. Abby,
my husband has never fired a gun in his life—but he took
his friend's advice.
I told my husband I wouldn't go in the store as long as
the gun there. He said I could stay home — he
kept
he
didn't need me. After working side by side with him for 35
years. I am hurt and heartsick. I am so afraid that if a
robber comes in my husband will get excited and reach
for the gun and the robber will kill him. That's the way it
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LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow
Store"

Sr
Or

Murray, Ky.

Court Square

Si
To

Announcing

Guarantee Trust's

Jumbo

CANCER PROTECTION
PLAN
Check These Features

+NO AGE LIMIT.TO APPLY
+ PAYS IN ADDITION TO ANY OTHER INSURANCE INCLUDING MEDICARE
+ GUARANTEED RENEWABLE FOR LIFE AT PREMIUM RATES IN EFFECT AT TIME OF
RENEWAL
.+ MAY BE PURCHASED BY ANYONk OF ANY AGE IN ANY STATE OF HEALTH WRO KAS
NEVER HAD CANCER
+ NO REDUCTION IN BENEFITS OR TERMINATION AT ANY AGE
+ BENEFITS LIMITED TO TREATMENT OF CANCER IN ANY FORM
4- LOW NI,ONTIILY RATES—INDIVIDUAL $3,35—ENT1RE FAMILY $5.00
F'or free information without
obligation, send the enclosed
coupon to:
McConnell Insurance Agency
P.O. Box 449, Murray, Ky. 42071

Underwritten by

Guarantee Trust
Life Insurance Company
Name

Home Office Chicago, Illinois 60618
Address
over one million insured persons are trusting us
to provide security and peace of mind.

City

State

Age

Number of in Family

ur-a,

tip

CI

Bath S

LI
BI
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11111111Erir SAVERS
JOHNSONS

(ED&

WHITE

Bread
Baby Food
Coffee ....
Fruit Cocktail

VT°
9'
$129
45

20-oz

—where friendly people
help you save I

A

. . 10 Oz.

With Coupon

. 29 Oz. Can Red & White

FEATURES

$100

Kleenex Ten

geattain"
Emge's Pioneer

Gerber Strained 4%-oz.

Folgers Instant

7 a.m. til 9 p.m.

Except Sunday

Limit Rights Reserved

FOOD
STORES

Golden Bake

* Open Noon Sundays *
HOURS:

NEW LIQUID

Jumbo. . . . P Rolls

Bacon
t
89
Bologna
Wieners
Whole Hams 85'
Field's ••• lb.

t
Field's 12-oz pkg.....59

29'
IVORY
Crackers59'
Cookies
4/$100
Buns
2.59'
Shank Portion 79'
Tiassue
39'
Margarine.
lb 89'
Portion
t
But
Pure
Chili
89
Gr. Beef
Applesauce...
19
Spinach
* Frozen Foods *
49'
Orange Drink.540z.
e
Cak
rt
Sho
n
7/$1°° CHEES,ELBFREA
Coru
35
ce
Jui
nge
Ora
69'
Steak Sauce
49'
Green Beans
29'
Topping
'
49
109
n
Cor
Downey
1-lb.

Keebler

GENTLE WHITE
DETERGENT

19-oz

-Nabisco Oreo Y

country Fair 8 Pkg..

480L
FAMILY
SIZE

White or Asst.
Kleenex Facial
200 Count
Mazola

Field's

9

lb

rb

. With Coupon 16 Oz.
15 Oz. Can

WKiethllyBeans

lb.

Red White

Red & White Fancy . 160z. Can

Frosty Acres
Strawberry

SEVEN FARMS

Jar Wagners ...

2-lb.

Trellis

12 Oz. Can .

Yellow, Whole kernel..

Frosty
Acres

12-oz ••• ••

Frosty
Acres

20-oz.

A-10 Oz. Bottle

With Coupon
... 4 Oz. Box

LuckY PThiP

Jumbo Size With Coupon Fabric Softener

20-oz.

Frosty Acres Shoe Peg

(with coupon)$

16 Ounce

Coffee

Folgees

79'

lib. can
(with coupon)

Bath Size Asst.

'
59
,i„.29t

Lux

Bars

Bleach
Ammonia
Dog

Pyrex
Bo Peep

. 32 Oz.

19'

;319

SPS1-,014
8 Bottle Carton
plus
bottles or deposit

75'

RED 8 WHITE VEGETABLE

OIL
48 OL FAMILY SIZE

Food Chunk Style Red & White 25 Lb. Bag

RED &
WHITE

JOHNSONS

FOLipezERS
R40

$129

silo so'
Expires 6-26-73

RE011
WHITE

JOHNSONS

REDS'
WHITE

JOHNSONS

Y
DOWNE
JUNO Siff

t orlIP
4 cY
(
LUCI

'1"

29'

Expires

sAvi rs.
6-26-73

15'
Expires 6-26-73
rt“.., • •
SAVE

99

* Produce *

Fresh Slaw
Tomatoes
Carrots
Apples

um 19'
49'

Home Grown

pkg.
June
lb.
P106
WHITE

R10

JOHNSONS
Folgen
COFFEE
1 lb. Can

79'

Expires 7-14-73

15'
29'

IT'S EASY

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WAN
FOR RENT

FOR RENT
SMALL TWO bedroom nouse, one
and seven-tenths miles south on
U.S. 641. Appliances, including
washer, dryer and .-dfnibg
7;11; facilities furnished. Air conditioned and electric heat. Water
furnished. Quite new and very
comfortable. Couple or two boys
preferred. Phone Julius Cooper,
1TC
7534479.

Know someone
who'll soon
celebrate a
birthday?

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment with stove, air conditioner, washer and dryer hook
up, drapes. Couple -preferred.
Available July 1. Phone 753-7457
J22C
after 5:30p.m.

WEDNESDAY-JUNE 28, 1973
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Cal
753-1
FOR

MUSIC

RENT

TWO BEDROOM apartment,
$65.00 per month. Also large
efficiency apartment, $15.00
week or $55.00 per month. Phone
J20C
753-8333 or 753-7671.

and
FURNISHED HOUSE
apartments. Near university.
THREE BEDROOM house at Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
1108 Elm Street. Phone 436Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
J22C
2323.
24C
NTS

BY OWNER four room block
house, over 2 acres of land on
blacktop road,two miles from the
lake. $6500.00. Phone 753J21P
7448.
BY OWNER,two bedroom house,
living room, dining room, kitchen, basement, garage, air
conditioned. Clean inside and out.
J21P
Phone 753-3779.

PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
TFC
Guild.
_
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
grand piano, console piano.
Lonard Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris, TenJ22(
nessee.

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

- NOTICE The Hazel City Council 'plansto spend
the first half of the 1973 Revenue
Sharing Fund on the following program

APARTME
ALMOST NEW extra sharp three PIANO
TUN1NG-RepairFURNISHED
five
16th
brick ranch on rebuilding.
South
house,
bedroom
M
306
BEDROO
at
TWO
now
Prompt expert
available
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE beautifully landscaped large
Street. Three rooms and bath, miles out north highway. Electric
service. 15 years experience.
private entrances, $65.00 per heat, enclosed porch. Phone WIDE-DEEP lots on U.S. 641 corner lot. $28,500.00. Phone 753- Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
month. Phone 753-4910 after 5:00 Hopkinsville, Ky. 886-3681. J22P South. For new homes, mobile 6506. 1626 Magnolia Drive. July Dycy,Murray, Kentucky, . Phone
(public lighting, police department)
J22C
TFC
753-8911. "
p.m.
homes or part commercial usage.
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and Phone owner,753-0774.
J22C
6 UNFURNISHED
FOUR sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
BY OWNER in Gatesborough: BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
2 bath home on
1
four bedroom, 2/
bedroom house, 304 South 15th Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
four
)ti
11'C UNDER CONSTRUCTION
spacious lot, entry foyer, large Piano Company, across from
Street, Available July 15. Phone 9131.
baths.
2
/
21
with
brick
bedroom
J22C
living-dining room, large den or Post Office, Paris, Ten4: 753-2983 after 3:00 p.m.
$1t
1 Send them greetings,
=4:
Quality home with all the extras.
rec. room with fireplace, great nessee.
J22C
Buy now and pick your color.
kitchen with all built-ins ( double
with a Happy Ad in
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky THREE BEDROOM trailer, Phone 753-3903.
J21C
self cleaning ovens), breakfast
Lake, air conditioned, on water located on South 16th Street.
WANT TO BUY
our Classified Section
nook with view. Completely
front lot. Phone 436-2427 after Couples or couple with one child.
brick
J26C Phone 753-8669.
carpeted, custom drapes, central
J21C LARGE THREE bedroom
:• 8:00 p.m.
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
house; well built. Ideal location heat and air, large utility room, WANT TO BUY used furniture,
no
appliances
any
condition,
and
near university, high school
paneled., two car garage with
sits
your additionsJust call
SIX ROOM newly decorated
July 23C FOR ALL
elementary school. Central heat electric eye. Built in grill on Phone 753-8378.
Needed large or small
residential or
g,
house, full basement. In city
remodelin
and air, two baths, large lot, lots patio. Closets, cabinets and
lawns to mow. Experience
753-1916
'•
Free
Phone
land.
of
old.
or
acres
20
New
on
limits
commercial.
Must see storage galore. Phone 753built-ins.
and
closets
of
wood
or
work guarantee to please.
metal
BUY:
TO
WANT
J25C
TFC
436-5353.
, estimates. Call 753-6123.
to appreciate. Phone 75311;to place your acliit
d
r
Neil Ward 753-4470 or
and
chest,
J26C
Call
wardrobe, cedar
8965.
J21C
5623.
.,21C
753-4421.
753-7531.
Phone
books.
cook
Service.
TH
ii
ROY'S LOCKSMI
THREE ROOM suite of offices,
KENIANA SHORES-Large
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
central heat and air, carpeted.
LARGE WATERFRONT lake wooded lots for sale-as little as
Immediate possession. Prime lots with wooded area, in Blood
WANTED WAITRESS, day shift.
$895 with $10 down 4Si $10 per
ex- Apply at Hazel Cafe or phone 492IOR,
TO
D
G-INTER
location. Phone Roberts Realty
WANTE
PAINTIN
436-2427
River Subdivision. Phone
month-central water-lake accessJ22C
terior, and sheet rock finishing. 9785.
J30C after 8:00p.m.
753-1651.
J21C
all weather streets. From New
BUY
All work guaranteed For free
Concord drive North East on 444
estimates phone Sammie Atkins DUE TO recent promotion, four
Medium priced house with
five miles and follow Keniana
t3i6
A
Painting & Decorating 437ef
TO
GOING
openings soon. $150.00 per week.
YOU'RE
Li0t)
PDX_
SEEN
IltAkK5
SHOULD
(5 I
Mq DOCTOR 91,
4til)
1
6.14AT ARE /
transferable loan already
July 25C
July 20C Public work. Write F. B. Hargis,
A LOT...
I NEVER THOUGHT
4534.
NIT AT CAMP CARRYING signs to office.
60 TO CAMP...HE SAID I HAVE
PACKING FOR,
and
equity
pay
set up. Will
I'LL seE irou
‘AX) HAD HOUR
Iii_ - 130iDtikETI4IN6 THAT isJILL
616 fdROTHER:
Box 1125, Henderson, Ky.,
YOUR REAP IN A SACK::
take over payments.
IN TWO IOEEKS...
mo oN IT I
BY OWNER: spacious house
TAKE MY MIND OFF BASESALL
J22C
42420.
in
pool
with large swimming
OUGH PLUMBING &
SCARBOR
Phone 753-8500
beautifully landscaped rock
Electric. Complete pump repair
WASHING. ExWINDOW
garden and privacy; winservice. Let us check your old
p.m.
5
After
reasonable
Very
.
perienced
room
family
tergarden; large
pump for you before you buy a
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
with fireplace; living room, three
new one. 24 hour emergency
J21C
July i4c Thompson.
baths; fully
bedrooms, 2
WANT TO BUY: hay, grass or service. Phone 753.5543.
kitchen;
equipped Tappan
J26NC
clover. Phone 753-3127.
central air and heat. Call 753-8052
BLON DIE
CLAYTON & JARVLS Painting
44.W%
EVERY'
after 7:00p.m. for apContractors. Homes, churches,
FIVE OR SIX YEARS
J26C WANT TO BUY; wheat, straw in
For
pointment.
commercial. Free estimate inUP
wrn-i
I COME
Baton Lessons
large or small amounts. Will pick
cludes starting and completion
G000
Lynn Robinson,
ANISWE Call
dates,and complete description
ON KENTUCKY lake; four larg up in field. Phone
J22C
Kay Beaman
or 489-2189.
753-5167
kitchen
of materials to be used. You will
large
baths,
2
bedrooms,
or
436-5412
492-8703
bar,
like our quality and prices. Stop
breakfast
and living area,
watin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or
fireplace, central heat and air,
July 10P
be
437-4712.
May
patio,
large
dock,
boat
our beloved R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
of
family
The
436Phone
purchased furnished.
J20C husband and father, Wylie B. work guaranteed. Business and DOZER
5574.
SERVICE-D7E
Gupton wish to thank all that residential. Free estimates.
r, hydraulic power
caterpille
247contact
Mayfield
in
night
or
Phone day
knew or ever carne
AUTOS FOR SALE
TFC shift. Ralph Stewart 492with him during his life. For 7201.
3491.
and
on,
conversati
two
word,
500-1965,
every
FORD GALAXIE
He
him.
upon
door hardtop. Also 1963 Chevrolet deed you bestowed
in
loved EXPERIENCED WORK
THE PHANTOM
convertible. Phone 753-8780 after remembered them all. He
second landscaping, planting, pruning,
every
and
memories
J21C
his
5:00p.m.
HERE'S YOUR CHOCE -of his life here. Every day was a spraying and the making of
GET OUT OF TOWN OR
YOU SOUNP LIKE
LOCKED
GET
day to him. You all flower beds. Phone 753-6051. J20C
A TROUIKERAKER
UP. NOW'
OLDSMOBILE 88-1968, power beautiful
of it and helped make
part
a
were
steering and brakes Excellent
so.
it
J21P
753-8718.
Phone
condition.
May we thank the seen and SEWING MACHINE serviced in
column of the Ledger & the home-clean, oil and set
heard
OLDSMOBILE-1970, Delta 88,
Times for he read it daily and tension, $6.75. Parts and supplies
with power steering, brakes and
at the humor and extra. Limited time offer good
laughed
753air. One owner. Phone
anywhere in Calloway County
it.
of
wisdom
J21C
7736.
To those of you who loved him and some surrounding areas. Let
may we offer our sympathy to trained Singer repairmen put
VOLKSWAGEN SQUAREBACK
you, knowing from our own your machine of any make in top- 1969, new engine. In good heartaches and emptiness.
notch condition. Call for an
condition. Approximately 30 mpg
on and gratefulness appointment now at 753-5323. JOHN'S REPAIR
Appreciati
Servicit
on open road. Phone 492to all who cared for him during Your local Singer dealer, serving Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
9J25P
•
8744.
his illness and after death with the Murray area for 15 years, carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
BEATLE BAILEY
J20C 753-7625 nights.
hands, song of promise, Belaire Shopping Center.
TFC
gentle
2,
Spott-197
GRAND TORINO
WHEN MI55 BU74LEY 16 IN
wisdom,
JUG7 Ci-lECicN6
e,
condolenc
of
words
power
inch,
cubic
351
;E?•EG
OF
THE
BATTLE
white,
THE
HAVE AN"
TOUR SIL1,5 NEED
and flowers. For the concern and
H & L SUPERIOR Car Wash and
EVER"ONE WANTS TO GO
steering and brakes, automatic
ste55A6E6
01.15TING.
kindness to us, his family. ALUMINUM SIDING trim and Wax. Will immaculately clean
of
acts
489Phone
air.
and
TI-1E
sOti WANT
on
FRONT
TO
transmissi
J21C We thank you from the bottom gutters. We cover all exposed Inside and out, 910.00 per car.
DE. t ERE,
2348.
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked Phone 753-5387.
of our hearts.
J2IC
1TP enamel aluminum siding. All
Wife and Children.
aluminum gutters and down BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY spouts. Free estimates. Phone also bank gravel, fill dirt and
July 3C topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
753-8783.
MGB-GT-1968. New tires. Less
N
SALESMA
TFC
CE
INSURAN
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
than 43,000 actual miles. Overall
women in
or
&
men
HING
two
Need
REFINIS
JERRY'S
753Phone
excellent condition.
your area to help me
J25P
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
9777 after 8:00 p.m.
service our present clients
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
TFC
full or part time. ComJerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- Mister 489-2504.
power
CHRYSLER-1968,
TFC
mission plus renewals and
8837.
conNANCY
air
and
steering
brakes,
bonus. For full information
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
J22P
ditioner. Phone 753-3081.
and personal interview
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
ALL YOU
BARBER 13th Street, "Every day you
HORNBUCKLE'S
write to or phone: ,
THINK
EVER
A-1967
CATALIN
THE
WATCH
PONTIAC
LET'S
Shop, Tuesday through Saturday, delay lets bugs have their
Mr. John W. Isbell
ABOUT IS
station wagon with power and
FIREMEN PRACTICE
8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m., after 5:00 way."
Pyramid I.ife Inc Co.
TFC
G
EATIN
air. Runs in first class shape
TODAY
Box 442
p.m. by appointment. Phone 753J22C
753-4639.
Phone
9067. Price $1.25; boys, $1.00. 209 WILL DO trash and brush
Fulton, Ky. 42041
I' M
J3ONC
Phone 472-3925
Walnut Street.
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
H UNGRY
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
TFC
75316130.
- -- -0
•••••••
•
•
•••••••••
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: An excellent business;
S
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
is
This
need.
every
s
business
the
in
g
sportman'
specializin
✓
80
and
Ky.
between
Mayfield
Lake.
Highway
located on
formerly known-as...West Ky. Minnow Hatchery. Listing
CLEAININGCARPET
A includes furniture and fixtures, gas pumps. grease rack.
LW ABNER
Commercial or
nal.
Professio
.
gun
2
and
with
upstairs
bedroom
apartment
building
✓ store
SERVICEMASTER
ADIAITT1
•'KIN READ,IS
residential at reasonable prices.
display room. The house is a 3 bedroom with large
STOONITSY-Am GoTTA
For
More
25
Than
Years
VOT- THAT DISQUALIFIES
Free estimate. Will furnish
FIND OUT IF 1O, IS PA.TRIOTIC.
recreation room, property is in good condition The lot size
FO'MAH COURSE."
-THE
NAME
FOR
WOULD '00 A L L VOTE FO'
. Phone Handyman,
PROFESSOR
references
For
a
A
ponds.
minnow-holding
10
sale
with
quick
acres
is 3
.
SENNPI-TOR JACKS.
mcGOON'S
June 29C
SIONAL
CALI.527-2131 NOW!
753-5827
to
willing
sacrifice.
PROFES
V
is
owner
the
4
Po-406BOUND?
DEPARTMEKT
NG
CLEANI
D
AROUN
OF
:
GIVE US A CA1L-For your home or lot on Kentucky
THE WORLD
HILL- BiLL'l
NEED TO quit smoking' Relieve
STUDIES
Z Lake.
Carpets, Furniture,
your tensions, have us paint your
Walls. Floors, or your
house. Very reasonable. Phone
frio.
,
Gunn,
Morgan, Trevathan
entire house!
J26C
753-9700.
. 108 E. 12th St.
Call
Collect
247-7333
.
. tjer(5n, Kentucky 42025
FOR YOUR building needs Gary Kelley
+hones: 15021 527-2131, 527-2141, and 527-9224.
.
remodeling additions, new or old,
.
Backusburg Rd.
Our Murray No. is 753-64'34.
A
large or small jobs. Call 753Mayfield, Ky.
i..•*•••••••••••••s
July 251,'
7955.

PUBLIC
SAFETY

1716.00

791::

Total '1716.00

Hazel City Council

31,
'

1

The Ledger is
& Times Ni

r
OUT!'

t

AUCTION t
AUCTION SALE,
night on Highwa
Term. This week
from St. Louis. W
load coming from]
sale will start el
early. Don't miss t
Shorty McBride-2,
E. Travis-278.
AUCTION SALE,
23, 10:00 a.m. Who
home, west edge c
on Highway 94.
Will sell nice ch
freezer, refriger,
range, two nice
bedroom suites,
furniture and odd
and picture tram
table and oak buffe
tru
round top
depression glass i
dinner bell, tea ke
kettle, nice old pitt
set, coffee mill,
aladdin lamps, oh
of other antique it
For information
Miller Auction Set
Lynn Grove. "It P
Chester -Mille

AUCTION SALE,
23, 10:00 a.m., rain
Mrs. Dorothy A
Wiswell Road, oni
Murray, three h
Doran Road, two
Highway 641 soutt
Will sell househ
antiques. Frigidat
G.E. dryer, uprit
refrigerator and
free. 5' chest free
room suite, reclin
tables and round t
table, pole lamp, i
twin beds, two ma
couch, pictures
three lamps, two
chairs, chest vritl
desks, bookcase,
ferrobe with three
square spool leg
finish desk and ch
Jugs, glassware ai
Some hand tools a
items too numerot
This is another fi
will be served.
Shoemaker Auctioi

NOTIC

For Y

SOY BE
Us,

Inocula
Moly Mi
Solo
Dynanai
See..M

Warehousi

Old Cono

Phone 75
If

Miss YOI
Please
Yo

Paper(
Fil

If No
Ph

753.

Before !

After 5:30
Until E
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Call
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NOTICE

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE, every Friday
night on Highway 641, Paris,
Tenn. This week another load
from St. Louis. We also have a
load coming from Michigan. This
sale will start early, so come
early. Don't miss these bargains.
Shorty McBride-247 and James
ITC
E. Travis-278.

Orr Electric Co.
Owned and Operated by

AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
23, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine at the
Mrs. Dorothy Dunn home, on
Wiswell Road, one mile west of
Murray, three houses west of
Doran Road, two miles west of
Highway 641 south.
Will sell household items and
antiques. Frigidaire washer and
G.E. dryer, upright Frigidaire
refrigerator and freezer, frost
free. 5' chest freezer, den-living
room suite, reclining chair, end
tables and round table, drop leaf
table, pole lamp, two foot rests,;
-..
,
twin beds, two maple tables, one
a 222222202,..W.
ki_11.91-LZ L.5 U fULZ a 2-0 2200 000
couch, pictures and plaques, flJULJI
three lamps, two cane bottom
chairs, chest with mirror, two
desks, bookcase, antique chifferrobe with three piece mirror,
square spool leg table, cherry
finish desk and chair, two stone
Jugs, glassware and china ware.
Some hand tools and many other
items too numerous to mention.
This is another fine sale. Lunch
will be served. Auctioneer:
J72C
Shoemaker Auction Sale.

Leon k.

Electric Motor Sales and
Repair Work
Concord Highway

(next Door to Grubbs Grocery)

We Need
You

(A 7 Year Old Boy)

PAUL EDWARD CALHOUN

from the Lynn Grove area, is fighting a condition
called Aplastic Anemia ...
This is the failure of the bone marrow to product adequate
numbers of blood elements. THE TREATMENT CONSISTS OF BLOOD REPLACEMENT.
WE NEED YOUR HELP. WE NEED YOUR BLOOD

SOYBEANS
Use
v Inoculation
v Moly Mix
Solo
Dynanap

Please Call 753-6025

Murray
arehousing Corp.

See .

Old Concord Rd.
Phone 753-8220

We will arrange for transportation and baby
sitters for you to visit the

RED CROSS BLOODMOBILE
in Mayfield, Ky., on June 20th between the
hours of 1 to 7 p.m.

, 0000r
-i000..0e00000000000

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

lune 21st between the hours of
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916

"Steaks This Thick"

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

TRIANGLE INN
753-4953

For the remaining Dairy Month of June

OUR HOME-MADE ICE CREAM
- SPECIALLY PRICED -

59

C

410

PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good
for interior decorating, 5,000
square feet. Phone 753-5671 days
J21C
or 753-3430 nights

(Reg. 79 )

Gallon

5229 (Reg. '2.98)

Other stuff to our Home-made Ice Cream
is like a 1-Model Ford to a limousine!

TRIANGLE INN
7 5 3-4 9 5 3

Like

new,

17-cubic foot

FROST FREE
Sears Coldspot upright.

CHEVROLET VAN-1963. Also
Curtis Mathis color console T.V.
Phone 753-7484 after 4:30 p.m J21C

Call 753-6445

TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong
turck tires, first line;
25x20. 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
Armstong's best highway tread
504 Main Street
tires;
truck
R. U.S. Pat O' --At •liats reswwd 71:•
f
Synansta lnc '
on'
C 1973 by
$54.16 + $6.14
ply
10
825120
•
•
.,
Bank)
‘
(Behind
Peoples
6_20SVES
•
900120 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
•
"rc?
..,(‘ie
1000120 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10 •
*.fr
1130E
type
traction
Armstrong's best
Se.
:
•
•
truck tires;
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
825120 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
•
9003E20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
1000x20 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52.
Gir
AlS10.1sa.a.a.ISWCISAALISIVWWWIVI
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,'
7
FORD'RKK U P-1962, F-100.,:
July 14NC
Ky.
24' PCNTOON boat, 75 H.P. 1969-350 Honda motorcycle. 1932"
Johnson, fully carpeted, leather Ford tractor with equipment.
a.m.-4:00"
covered cushion seats. Electric Phone 753-5216
J22P
start, teleflex cable steering. Can p.m.
Nice used 4 bedroom,
be seen at Ken Lake boat dock.
SPRING CLEANING SPECIALS
12x60 mobile home. New
Call Jerry McCoy 492-8837. J20C GARAGI SALE; moving. An-‘
carpet, Just been laid
7
tiques, boy's clothing, size 10*
7
through out. House type
girl's clothing, size 6-14,
to
Moving
special,.
OUT
CLOSE
Any Size
7
95
door, storm windows, birch
$ 17
Any Size
Tom's Pizza children's books and toys,
behind
location
new
Living Room
Living Room
paneling and other good
Dining Room
Palace to open up our new women's clothing, size 10-14,
And Nall
And Hall
features. Excellent conweavings,
Western Store and a new boot and knick knacks, fabrics,
dition. Can be seen day or
NOW STEAM EXTRACTION WORKS
miscellaneous,
and
paintings,
4th
of
corner
shoe store. Vernon's
Jets of steamy hot moisture penetrate to full depth of
night.
and Saturday,
fibers. Loosened soil in suspension is lifted up and out of
& Sycamore. Open Sundays. TFC items. Friday
no
are
There
action
vacuum
s
by
simultaneou
carpet
and 16, 1000 Sharpe.
7
15,
June
69
753-44
Phone
no
is
brushes to distort pile or scrub dirt deeper There
J22C
Street.
after effect from over sudsing Drying time is cut to a
colonial.
Sto
I
miraculous minimum Steam cleaning fluffs pile,
COUCH
to
looks
and
good
use
of
restores luster, and adds years
J21C TWO OLD small refrigerators.
Phone
your carpeting
SEAMI.F.S.S GUTTERING, white
Good for clean up shop or service
enamel finish, never needs
7
PIECE solid red cherry station. Good condition. Can be
7
Phone FIVE
estimate.
Free
painting.
7
J22C
bedroom suite, custom built by seen at 906 Sycamore.
7
7534407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
Clart-four poster
Ruel
late
the
July 10C
Service, Murray.
bed, double dresser, chest of UPRIGHT FREEZER, frost
Route No. 1, Murray, Ky.
drawers and two night stands. free, Sears Coldspot. Phone 753Ph. 489-2504
REFRIGERATOR, Frigidaire; Phone 492-8773.
01 354
J21P 6445.
J22C
G.E. air conditioner; 15,000 BTU;
also Westinghouse air conYARD SALE, Thursday, Friday
ditioner, 18,000 BTU; desk; small
and Saturday, clothing, wigs,
radio, grandfather clock with
dishes, etc. 4th & Gilbert, Hazel,
AM-FM short wave radio and
J22C
Kentucky.
stereo; 15' Alumacraft boat; 25
electric
with
motor
Johnson
H.P.
TWO AKC registered German
start; Dill trailer and fish finder;
8 track tape player with tapes. TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. shepherd puppies, 8 weeks old.
J22C
Phone 753-5500, 753-6200 or 753- Edison air conditioners 10,000 Phone 753-8351.
* 23 YEARS EXPERIENCE *
J21C BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU, $233.00.
0996.
Glen20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, CARPORT SALE at 1002
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x52', good $285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby dale Road. Friday and Saturcondition. Also 1968 Camaro, Sales Highway 68, Benton, day, 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Good
Phone 753-5191
needs motor. ?bone 436-1379.J25C Kentucky.
July 17C clothing of all kinds, Jr. girl's,
size 5 through 9 and boys size 12
J22C
the way we're BELTONE FACTORY fresh through 16.
TERRIFIC
IT'S
with
wanted
LIFE GUARDS
rugs
clean
to
Lustre
Blue
selling
HELP
hearing aid batteries for all make
W.S.I., certificate. Phone 247-3264
and upholstery. Rent shampooer hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J20C 14' RUNABOUT with 40 H.P.
or apply at Henry Calloway
WANTED
Five
Evinrude motor, also boat
Market,
Maid to clean motel rooms, $1. Kwik-Pik
Recreation Corporation,
J22C
Phone 489-2604.
J23C
trailer.
Points.
J22C
morning hours 5 days a
Puryear, Tenn.
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
week. Phone 474-2241.
GEESE, DUCKS, Bantams, and concrete splash blocks. TRAVEL TRAILER, 15' self
WANTED BABY-SITTER for 8
-Chicks, Guinea. Fancy and old Murray Lumber Company, 104 contained, toilet, easy lift trailer
old
month old and three year
J20C hitch, sway control, used once.
favorites. Hubert Alexander, Maple Street.
PEST CONTROL
children in my home. Prefer
miles south Sedalia,
J22C
-three
Phone 753-6825.
mature woman. Must have
J22P BEAGLE PUPPIES, two, males.
Kentucky 328-8583.
J32C
FOR The, best in pest control
references. Phone 753-9429
Registered parents. $10.00 each. 14' RICHLINE boat with 18 H.P.
service and termite control cal! LOFT PILE,free from soil is the Phone 7534354.
J21C Evinrude motor and nice trailer.
WANTED: General Office Superior Exterminating_Corn- carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre.
J22C
Phone 435-4981.
TFC
60 WPM party, 753-7266.
Worker. Typing
Rent electric shampooer $1.00. 1969 APPLEBY camping tent
minimum), filing, and doubletrailer, sleeps 4. Lights and spare AUTOMATIC WASHER, HotBig K,Belaire Shopping Cenentry bookkeeping. Send corn-:
J23C tire. Excellent condition, $295.00. point,
roifiSALE OR RENT
new.
ter
white, like
plete resume to P.O. Box 32-1, An
J21C Reasonably priced. Phone 753Phone 753-8359.
equal opportunity employer. J2IC
J2I3P
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
8154.
several
SALE,
MODERN 12' wide mobile home, GoRese Tablets & E-Vap "water GARAGE
rent for $73.00 per pills" Holland Drug Store. 109 families. Baby items, boat motor, 3500 GALLON concrete water
WANTED BABY-SITTER for 82950.00, or
.
7534333 or 753- south 4th.
J20C stereo, candles and much more tank. Phone 436-2248.
J22P
little boy in your home Phone mvth. Phoog
J22C
7671'.
too numerous to mention.
J21C
4316539 after dark.
10:00 ANTIQUE BUFFET; chest
SLEEPING PROBLEM? Get Thursday and Friday,
Snetzer Tablets for a safe night's a.m.-7:00 p.m., 1612 Magnolia freezer and recliner chair, Phone
J21C 753-5801.
J22C
sleep. Only 98 cents. Holland Drive.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
-.Drug Store, 109 South 4th. J20C
CHANNEL MASTER color an- COLOR TELEVISION, antenna
FREEZER,UPRIGHT,like new, tenna, 6 months old, slightly and rotor. Phone 492-8844. J22C
$25.00 damaged. Gave $95.00, will sell
Stove,
$145.00.
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, 8:00
Refrigerator, 425.00. Single bed, for 150.00 or less. Phone 753J21C a.m.. 524 Shady Lane, off West
complete $20.00. Television 2753.
$25.00. Phone 7514333or751
Story. Goodies from Cape God,
J20C SEAMLFSS ALUMINUM gut- Mass., home of sea captains and
Local, one owner. Less than 6,000 miles.
7071.
ters. Baked on acrylic finish. presidents Also typewriter,
Automatic transmission, factory air.
chairs Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for bicycle, sewing machine, marble
COUCH, TWO
J22P
refrigerator, 1973 Zenith color free estimate Dale Campbell 753- top table. Phone 753-7557.
PRICED TO SELL!!
July 20C
T.V., twin beds, one full bed 7775.
ONE PEEKAPOO puppy; one
- Whirlpool washer arid dryer
RESTORED toy poodle Phone 753-5649 J26C
--lkataso, oval dinette table and BEAUTIFULLY
miscellaneous items. Phone 753- authentic pie safe. Phone 753July 17C' R.V. CAMPER, 1972-18', self
or come by apartment 2, 112 7616.
3939
J20C,
TRAILER, 10'x52', all electric, 641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel North 13th Street.
contained. Gas or electric stove,
air conditioned. $2,000.00. Phone puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
HOME and boat in" refrigerator, furnance, toilet, 2
MOBILE
J21C Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- AIR CONDITIONER, 16,000 surance. Broad coverage. Low gas tanks, complete and ready to
474-7257 after 4:00p.m
July 24NC
9457.
BTU, used. Also automatic rates. Excellent claim service. go. Sleeps 6 or 8. Mint condition.
14' FIBERGLASS runabout with
washer. Very reasonable. Phone Call us before you buy. Galloway 753-4)766, 1810 Monroe Ave. J22P
35 H.P. Johnson manual motor.
J20C Insurance di Realty. Phone 753474-2327.
New tilt trailer. $700.00 or boat
July 18NC
5842.
conFair
8'
long
CAMPER,
GU1TERING BY Sears. Sears
only,$225.00. Phone 437-4260. J21C
dition. Will sell cheap. Phone 435- WOMAN'S BICYCLE, 26"
seamless gutters, installed per
Phone
86.00.
J21P $20.00. Animal cage,
4483.
-The shag your specifications. Call LarryTHREE BICYCLES, two girl's,
J20C KIRBY VACUUMS
753-5540.
to any Ly les at 753-2310 for Tree
adjusts
that
specialist
820.00.
boy's,
rug
215.00 each. One
TFC
and used vacuums estimate
New
carpet.
Good condition. May be seen at
Back
Fast
MUSTANG-1966
demonstration
For
J21C TOY POODLES, AKC registered,
sale
for
814 North 20th Street.
for
speed. Sell
silvers. Five months old. good tires, 3
Mike Hutchens, your local BLACK ANGUS bull, registered,
$400.00. Also color television phone
with
Good
en
Housebrok
distributor. 753-0752 or 753- has papers, 26 months old. Phone
Kirby
NEW SINGER touch and sew
$100.00
condition,
June 2341' 753-7739
Reasonably priced. G.E. Good
TFNC
machine, $76.00 off 'List price. children
J20C 0359.
J21C Phone 753-4174.
435-5643
Phone
J21C
Phone 753-5323

•
:SAVE Now with us
•
THE YOUTH SHOP
•
: es
: oc
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Steam Extraction

Carpet Cleaning

1

$

For Sale

95
9

•

CARPET MASTER

BOB'S TV SERVICE
Prompt Service on All Major Brands

FOR SALE

It 1971 TOYOTA Station Wagon *

753-7278

Quart

I et this freezer pay for itself
:
-grocery bills.
as you save on

. 753-0221

OPENING JULY 2!!

For Your

BEDROOM SUITE; gas stove,%
one year old; electric stove;
automatic washer; oak dresser;
_
nice stereo; 110 volt air
435-4042
Phone
ditioner.
J21P .
evenings.

* REASONABLE RATES
* FREE ESTIMATES

Call

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

OSBORNE PAINT
CONTRACTING

AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
23, 10:00 a.m. at the Elvin Morton
home, west edge of Lynn Grove
on Highway 94.
Will sell nice chest type home REGISTER FOR free fabric to
freezer, refrigerator, electric be given away each week at your THERE WILL not be an auction
range, two nice old poster local Singer Sewing Center, sale at Hazel Auction House
J22C
bedroom suites, living room Belaire Shopping Center.
Saturday, June 23. Watch paper
furniture and odd chairs, lamps, MCCUISTON'S HOT Tamales for next sale. Wilson & Thompson
J22C
and picture frames, round oak will be sold three days a week, Auction Service.
table and oak buffett, old pie safe, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
trunks, lots of
round top
Saturdays. Phone 753-3592. J21P
depression glass and china, old
a-a-a-0 2 2 2 ail
dinner bell, tea kettle and wash 11-0
kettle, nice old pitcher and bowl
set, coffee mill, kerosene and
aladdin lamps, old shotgun, lots
of other antique items.
For information call Chester &
Miller Auction Service, 435-4042,
Lynn Grove. "It Pays to Sell The
Way."
Chester -Miller
J22P

NOTICE

Another View

Call 753-2772 after 5:00 p.m.

414

*
*

SALE

1/3 Off

1/2 Off

J14.,

..,.
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Submarine . .

Extended Trip Sees
Different racets Of
Gasoline Shortage

i Continued from Page 1)
Link, the son of millionaire inventor Edwin Link, and Stover,
an expert in underwater survival, were set for Friday morning
in Vero Beach, Fla.
The submarine was freed
Monday from a tangle of cables
in a scuttled World War II deBy DICK BARNES
stroyer 351 feet below the surAssociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
face of the Atlantic. The fourman team was investigating motorist just bait from a 1,950marine life around the wreck- mile, extended weekend roundage of the vessel. The ship was trip from Washington to central
scuttled a year ago about 20 Florida finds you can keep your
miles southeast of here to form gasoline tank filled if your eyes
are sharp and wallet full.
an artificial reef.
The roadsides along one of
The bodies of the men were
still in the chamber when de- the nation's most traveled vamands were made for an inves- cation routes are dotted with
closed service stations and big
tigation.
The Smithsonian said it price signs that don't boast the
planned to appoint a review price anymore.
board to determine the cause of
But cars haven't yet started
the accident.
running out of fuel along the
U.S. Rep. Richard Fulton, D- road, and traffic at gasoline
Tenn., called for a probe by the pumps doesn't seem different
House Armed Services Com- from usual. Evidence of the
mittee, saying, "Questions purported gasoline shortage is
arise as to just how well pre- spotty.
pared the —
avIcl f--Was for this
The worst spot encountered
tragic accident."
Capt. T.W. Cuddy, command- was in Santee, S.C., where a
ing officer of a submarine lengthy stretch of Interstate 95
squadron at the Key West Nav- comes to an end.
The regular gasoline at a
al Base and director of the rescue efforts, said: "There Shell station cost 42.9 cents a
weren't any goofs I know of.... gallon on Friday.
Across the street on Monday,
It was not the first time this
has happened or the last time it an Exxon dealer was out of
regular and selliruz premium
will happen."

Sullivan To Speak At
Waterfield Dinner Here
William of a chair of governmental
Senator
State
Sullivan of Henderson will be studies for the faculty.
the principal speaker June 23,
A second organizational
for the Harry Lee Waterfield meeting is planned tentatively
Governmental Studies Foun- for late summer or early fall in
dation Dinner to be held in the Frankfort, where Waterfield
Thoroughbred . Room of the lives and is president of the
Student Union Building at Investors Heritage Life InMurray State University.
surance Company.
President pro-tem of the
A.W. Simmons, Jr., executive
Kentucky State Senate, Sullivan vice president of the Bank of
is expected to emphasize the Murray, is chairman of a 12important of the foundation member committee in charge of
to the state and to the univer- arrangements for the June 23
sity
dinner,
An attorney, Senator Sullivan
holds degrees from Centre
College and the University of
Kentucky. During World War
II, he served vrith the U.S. Air
For as a fighter pilot in the
European Theatre, and in
addition to his service in the
Senate, he has served two years - By WILLIAM BRADFORD.
as Kentucky's Commissioner of
Associated Press Writer
Aeronautics.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A
Also appearing on the Woodford County farmvroman
program,scheduled to start at 7 predicts there could be food rap.m and designed to launch a tioning .in the United States by
fund-raising campaign for the this fall unless price controls
establishment of the foundation are removed and the weather
in
honor
of the
1932 improves.
graduate of Murray State and
Mrs. Robert Porter declared
twice lieutenant governor of the in an interview that cattle and
Commonwealth, will be:
hog raisers already are having
Mike Miller, newly-elected problems because of disastrous
county judge of Marshall corn and soybean harvests last
County, and Steve Hamrick, a year, resulting from heavy
recent
political
science rains. That has caused shortgraduate of Murray State. ages in those grains used for
Miller is expected to confine his feeding slaughter animals and
remarks to the special needs of has driven the price of such
newly-elected local government feeds up, she said.
administrators, while Hamrick
"A feed shortage is a food
will outline ,the position of the shortage in its early stages,"
student who is preparing she asserted.
himself or herself for a career
Mrs. Porter maintained food
might have to be rationed by
in government service.
The foundation will provide this fall unless the following
funds to encourage and sup- things happened.
—Price controls are removed
port students in studies of state
and local government, and so "there is some motivation
when sufficient funds are for increasing production; there
available in the foundation, Isn't much incentive when
plans call for the establishment prices are controlled."
"We have a marvelous crop
this year" and the weather improves so farmers can get out
to work in their fields, some(Continued from Page 1
thing they have not been able
counsel Charles W. Colson conto do much of so far because of
veyed a message to the White
water-soaked land.
House from William 0. BitAlthough acknowledging that
trnan, attorney for Watergate
it normally takes time to feel
conspirator E. Howard Hunt.
any effect of policy changes on
Bittman's message, accordmeat production, Mrs. Porter
ing to the summary, was that
said a prospect of some change
the White House "would have
now could avert rationing.
to do something for Hunt."
"People are selling pregnant
The summary quoted Dean
sows now because they can't
as saying former White House
afford to feed them," she said
aide John D. Ehrlichman told
"Many people who would keep
him he had checked Hunt's reheifers longer are slaughtering
quest with the President and
them now because they might
that Colson should relay the
not be able to get any more
message to Bittrnan that "there
money for them later to pay for
woeld be clemency."
feeding them that long.
bFan is said to have told the
And in order to increase
investigators he heard that stomeat production, Mrs. Porter
ry from Colson and later dissaid, most farmers would have
cussed it with Nixon himself.
to borrow money, something
Dean also told the Senate
she said they would not be willlawyers that he has a tape
ing to do in the face of price
recording of a conversation becontrols
tween Hunt and Colson in
Although farmers' prices are
which Hunt demanded $122,000 not
frozen under President Nixin living expenses and legal on's
latest attempt- to control
fees, warning that if he didn't inflation,
retail prices are. And
get it he would have to disclose
meat packers are not going to
"the.seamy things" he did for
pay more for steers or pigs if
Ehrlichman while at the White they cannot
sell then for any
House.
more to wholesalers and retai-

for 44.9, limit eight gallons per
car. An American Oil dealer
sharing common cash register
facilities with the Exxon man
was selling his regular for 44.9
and premium for 49.9.
Down the street, a private !..rbel station advertised regular
for 36.9. But a hand-scrawled
sign on the regular pumps said
"sorry, out of gas." The prernium cost 44.9.
Best available price spotted
along the route for regular gas
was 36.9. At a Shell station in
Wilson, N.C., a driver could
buy gasoline at that price by
inserting dollar bills into a device on the pump and filling his
own Lank.
President Nixon's announced
freeze on retail prices, including gasoline, is being openly disregarded by some stations.
In a Virginia suburb of Washington, a 12-pump independent
station was selling regular for
38.9 the morning of Nixon's
June 13 speech. That evening,
just before the President spoke,
the price was 40.9.
Nixon's order provided that
prices be held to their June 1-8
highs. But a week later, that
station still was selling its regular for 40.9. A nearby station
that went up a penny to 39.9 the
day of Nixon's speech hasn't
withdrawn its increase, either.
Enticing signs on billboards
or on towering service station
poles still carry figures such as
33.9 or 35.9. But these stations
usually turn out to be independents which now are closed.
Many of the open stations
still have big signs with a permanent
and a permanent
".9" andce left between
them for
gew•- the second
digit of the prices, as from 36.9
to 37.9.
What's needed now, apparently, is a sign painter who can
change those 3s to 48.

Tim Miller Is
Awarded Degree
Thomas I. I Tim) Miller, an
assistant professor in the
Department of Accounting and
Finance at Murray State
University, has been awarded a
doctoral degree by the
University of Arkansas.
Miller, 29, successfully
defended his dissertation on
April 30, It is entitled. "An

Thu Miter
Inquiry into the Feasibility of
External
Reporting
of
Forecasted Financial Information."
A native of Elizabethtown,
Miller received his undergraduate degree at Murray
State in 1966 and his master's
degree at the same institution
in 1967. Before going to
Fayetteville, Ark.,4o complete
his doctoral program, he taught
for two years in the Department
of Accounting and Finance at
Murray.
Also a certified public accountant, Miller is a member of
the American
Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
and the American Accounting
Association.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Crabtree, 327 Sycamore
Street, Elizabethtown, and is
married to the former Patsy'
Purdom of Murray. They have
two children; Anne, 5, and
Mark, 2, and live at 821 North
20th Street in Murray.

Weather Must Improve And Controls
Be Lifted To Avoid Food Rationing

Watergate . . .

f

lers, she said.
Mrs. Porter said that a year
or two ago she paid $7.50 for a
sack of soybeans to feed her
quail. Now that sack costs her
$19, she said.
Mrs. Porter and her husband
primarily raise beef cattle on
their farm. Last winter, she
said, heavy snows killed "millions" of cattle in the West.
In order to raise a 1,000
pound steer from a 600-pound
feeder calf that cost about $300,
Mrs. Porter said, you have to
feed it $100 in hay, corn and
soybeans. Then veterinarian,
labor and marketing coats, together with facility depreciation and marketing costs, bring
the total cost to the farmer to
039.
At the current rate, she said,
the farmer would get $451 for
that steer—or a profit of $12 for
his own labor and risk.
Noting that until last year the
highest farm wages and profits
were in 1952, Mrs. Porter declared "that's a long time without a pay raise."
"And a whole year's salary
can be wiped out by a rainstorm," she added, saying she
lost $1,000 in one afternoon last
year when a rain ruined hay
that was already cut.
Mrs. Porter is a vice president of an organization called

Nearly Half
Gas Stations
Below Normal
WASHINGTON AP) — Nearly half of the gasoline stations
in the United States are now
operating at less than normal
capacity, a spot szirvey indicated Tuesday.
In its weekly check, the
American Automobile Association reported that of 2,924 stations on main travel routes
some 47 per cent are curtailing
hours, rationing gasoline or
both
Last week some 64 per cent
of the stations checked reported
normal operations, and the
week before 75 per cent were
still operating as usual.

"Wives of Local Farmers,"
shortened to "WOLF." The
group seeks public support for
the farmer. Siie and other
farmers' wives groups were instrumental in getting Gov.
Wendell Ford to proclaim this
week "Meat Producers Week"
in Kentucky.

Bug .. .
(Continued from Page 11
at my predicament. I got a ride
to a nearby house and called my
wife who didn't believe it either.
When my wife Cindy arrived,
she somehow failed to see the
humor in the situation, choosing
instead to point out how stupid it
was to have tried and cross the
water in the first place. After
deciding that it would not do to
try and pull my car out with her
car, and chance getting both off
in the water, a nearby resident
offered his tractor to pull me
out.
Well, we finally pulled the
waterlogged bug out of the
creek, and hooked it to my
wife's car with a chain for the
return trip home.
I called a local garage, and
was told that if the car was not
completely cleaned up tonight,
the innards of the motor would
rust and I would really be in
trouble. So, the mechanic
agreed to come back to his shop,
and we worked until 11:00 last
night, cleaning the car,
changing the oil two or three
times, until, at last, it started.
Although the majority of the
lights did not work, I didmanage to drive the car home.
It even started after I had shut
it off once. That's more than I
can say for it this morning.
I think maybe my car will be
all right after it dries out
thoroughly, and I think maybe I
will be all right after I dry out
thoroughly, but all I have to say
is, don't expect any more pichires of the rain.
(By the way, since my black
and white film got rather wet in
the flooded car, we have no
pictures of the incident for
today's paper. I did have my
wife bring a second camera,
however,but it had color film in
it. So maybe in about a week I
can prove that I didn't make all
this up.)
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Retail Food Prices Will Secretaries Summit ...
Average 12 Per Cent More Have Meeting
By DON KENDALL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Retail food prices will average 12
per cent higher this year, even
with the 60-day freeze and a
promise of new Phase 4 controls by President Nixon, says
the Agriculture Department.
Further, the department reported Tuesday, farmers may
not produce as much meat,
milk and poultry as it predicted
earlier this year.
Production of such key crops
as corn and soybeans also
could be reduced by late planting this spring, lower yields
and shortages of fuel and fertilizer, the report said.
The analysis, by the department's Outlook and Situation
Board, spells further trouble
for consumers and administration economic planners.
"The imposition June 13 of
price ceilings on all retail and
wholesale prices means that retail food prices for 1973 will
probably average about 12 per
cent above last year," the report said.
"In the absence of price ceilings, retail food prices, would
probably have advanced further the next few months," the
board said.

In the report officials said
farmers are not increasing output of some items as much as
believed earlier.
Although indicating that
record crop production is still
possible, the report expressed
some doubt as to whether as
much livestock feed will be
grown as indicated earlier.
Farmers have said they
planned to plant 74 million
acres of corn, up 12 per cent
from 1972. On that basis, the
department projected earlier a
record corn crop of about 6,0
billion bushels.
"However,the lateness of the
planting season raises questions
about both acreage and yields,"
the new report said.
Corn, along with soybeans, is
the key to production of meat,
milk and eggs. If those crops
are short next fall, further
rounds of high feed prices and
cutbacks in food production are
probable.
The report, although indefinite about corn and other
fall-harvested crops said a
record wheat crop is likely.
Winter wheat, estimated at a
record 1.3 billion bushels or 11
per cent above 1972, is being
harvested now in the southern
plains.

Program Planned
At Patton Museum

Skylab . . .
(Continued from Page II
He referred to a number of
problems that the Skylab 1
crew were able to fix with repair missions, including erection of a makeshift sun shade
and freeing a stuck solar panel.
Asked what advice he had for
the Skylab 2 and 3 crews who
will inhabit the station later in
the year, Weitz replied:
"We're going to go down
there and debrief them. We'll
take them through the trainers
and tell them exactly what we
have learned. We'll tell them if
they can run the telescope
mount in training they can do it
ere. We'll tell them if they can
the medical in training they
can do it here."
"You betcha," Weitz answered when asked if he
thought the Skylab 2 and 3
crews could complete their full
56-day missions.
They'll hold a longer, more
formal news conference here
next week after they return
from their record-breaking 28day flight, which is to end Friday with splashdown in the Pacific Ocean at 9:50 a.m. EDT.
The astronauts completed
their experiment work Tuesday
and today and Thursday they
concentrate on preparations to
come home. They have a lot of
film and experiment equipment
to pack aboard their Apollo ferry ship.
They also want to put the 118foot-long laboratory in shape
for the Skylab 2 crew which is
to rocket up to it on July 27, for
a 56-day visit.
Late Tuesday the control center read them a message
signed by Vladimir Shatalov, a
senior Soviet cosmonaut and
veteran of two space flights. It
read:
"We sincerely congratulate
the courageous crew of the Skylab astronauts on your achievements in conquering outer
space. Wishing you a successful
completion of your program
and safe return to our beautiful
planet earth. On behalf of the
team of Soviet cosmonauts."
On Monday, Conrad, Kerwin
and Weitz set a single flight
space endurance record, shattering a mark that had been
held by a Russian crew of 73
days, 18 hours and 22 minutes.
Shatalov has been participating in conferences for a joint
U.S.-Soviet manned space flight
scheduled in 1975.
The Skylab astronauts took
their fourth and final space
walk Tuesday and the only one
that had been planned before
the mission. The others were
added so the spacemen could
make repairs to the laboratory,
damaged when a heat shield
ripped away during its launch
on May 14.
During the 96-minute excursion, Conrad and Weitz retrieved six canisters of film
from a mount containing a battery of solar telescopes.
But while they were outside,
mission control asked them to
do one more "fix-it" job—
pounding on a battery regulator
with a hammer in an effort to
free a stuck electrical relay. It
worked and the dead battery
was revived.
0

FT. KNOX, Ky.(
— The
Patton Museum here will be
the scene of a "living history"
program Saturday.
The program will feature five
demonstrations which trace the
uniforms and weaponry of cavalry and armored division
through the first half of the
20th century.
Philip Cavanaugh, the museum curator, called the pro
grain "the coming thing in the
museum business."
It will begin with the entrance of a saber-carrying cavalryman of the 1920s.
Besides the cavalry officer,
three World War I and II tanks
and a World War II halftrack
personnel carrier will be on display.
The program will be conducted at 3 p.m. behind the museum, located just off the U.S.
31W detour. It will be repeated
at 3 p.m. July 4.

The
Murray
Chapter,
National
Secretaries
Association, held the
first
meeting of the new year
Monday,June 18, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan
Association, Murray Branch,
with the president, Anna Ruth
Harris, presiding.
The minutes of the
May
meeting were corrected and
approved.
Anita Thomas, chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee, gave a report on the
Garage Sale, which was held
Saturday, June 16. Mrs.
Thomas reported the sale was a
success. All unsold
merchandise was donated to the
clothing and furniture bank at
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ.
The treasurer's report, given
by Wanda Hendon, was accepted as read.
Plans for the Arthritis Drive,
to be held this fall, were
discussed.
Tentative committees set up
for the planning of the 1974
Kentucky Division Meeting to
be held in Murray in May, 1974,
are:
arrangements,
registration, decorating, door
prizes - exhibits - display - advertising, finance, hospitality,
meals, open house, and
Program.
Steering committee members
named to aid the president in
planning the Division Meeting
are: Faye Wells and Neva Grey
Allbritten, co-chairmen, Patsy
Dyer, LaJeanna Chapman,
Anita Thomas, Helen Spann,
Bettye Baker, and Linda
Farley. An outline of these
plans must be ready for approval at the fall Board of
Directors meeting in September
at Madisonville.
The new committee chairmen
met with their members for
brief discussion following the
meeting.
Members who attended are:
Sandy Adams, Neva Grey
Allbritten, Becky Armstrong,
Bettye Baker, LaJeanna
Chapman, Patsy Dyer, Linda
Farley, Anna Ruth Harris,
Melva Hatcher, Wanda Hendon,
Freeda Kuykendall, Betty
Meadows, Annie Nance, Doris
Rowland, Joann Simmons,
Carol Sims, Helen Spann, Anita
Thomas, Faye Wells, and Beth
Wilson

Summer Training For
Army Reserves July 1-14
Army Reservists in the
Murray Company of the 100th '
Training Division will undergo
their
two-week
summer
training July 1-14 at Ft. Knox.

Lay Witness
Mission Set
This Weekend
The Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will have
a lay witness mission this
weekend.
A lay witness mission is a
weekend event of worshipping,
witnessing and singing, with a
lay witness team made up of
Christians of all faiths, a church
spokesman said. The mission is
a non-denominational event.
Services will begin Friday
evening with a pot luck supper
at 6:30 in the fellowship hall of
the church and end with a
basket lunch Sunday after the
morning worship service.
Several coffee's will be held
throughout the community on
Saturday at 10 a.m. Persons
who want to attend one of the
coffee's should call the hostess
by Friday at noon.
Coffee's will be held at these
homes: Jimmy Fulton, Ronnie
Johnston, Kenneth Harlan,
Kennethfh Bury, and Roy Gene
Dunn.
Transportation may be obtained by calling Grady Gordon
at 489-2245, or the church at 4374601. The church is located 6,-2
miles north of the Penny
Community.
FREE PUPPIES
Five puppies, part Collie, are
free as pets. Call 753-2639

FREE PUPPIES
Four puppies, part basset
hound, are free as pets. The
puppies are four weeks old. Call
'753-0638.

Company D, commanded by
First Lieutenant Larry
M.
Doyle, will be returning to Ft.
Knox, this summer after a
year's absence. Last year the
unit, along with all the other
units in Kentucky that make up
the 100th Division, trained
together at Ft. Polk, La.
According to 1LT Doyle, the
mission of the Reserve Company will be much the same as
it has been in the past-to conduct training for basic recruits.
The company, part of the
Paducah battalion, will be
assisting a company in the 11th
Battalion, 5th Training Brigade
at Ft. Knox. In addition, some
members of the local Reserve
unit will be attending various
Army schools during the twoweek summer camp.
Three members of the unit
will attend Phase III of the
Army Drill Sergeant's School
and upon graduation, will
receive the coveted drill
sergeant's campaign hat.
They are SGT Donald Burchfield, Murray; PFC Dan
Grimes, Murray; and SP4
Thomas Wallace, Benton.
Reservists SP4 Jerry Phillips
of Owensboro and SP4 Richard
Chamers, of Calvert City, will
be going through Phase I of the
school.
SP5 Gary Barton, Murray,
will attend the Regular Army
Drill Sergeant's School for six
weeks after the regular twoweek training and will be
awarded the drill sergeant's hat
upon completion of the course.
Other Reservists will be
receiving on-the-job training in
their military occupational
specialty.
The Murray unit is going to
camp earlier this year because
of the reorganization of the
100th Division. While most of
the units in the western end of
the state will be at Ft. Knox,
July 1-14, other units will
conduct their two-week stinuner
training either July 15-28 or the
last two—weeks in August.

(Continued from Page 1)
U.S. officials say Nixon is determined that his talks with
Brezhnev lead to more concrete
accomplishments. They said
the President still hopes the
week of summitry will help accelerate the pace of strategic
arms limitation negotiations in
Geneva—talks intended to build
upon nuclear curbs agreed to at
the Nixon-Brezhnev summit a
year ago in Moscow.
The traveling summit will return to Washington Thursday
night for a dinner at the Soviet
Embassy, then move on Friday
to the Western White House at
San Clemente, Calif. Brezhnev
leaves the United States Monday, flying to Paris to meet
with French President Georges
Pompidou.
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WKRECC . ..
(Continued from Page 1)
Present officers and board
members are:
Jeffrey Howard, president;
John Collie, vice president; 0.S.
Wall, secretary-treasurer; HG.
Gingles, Robert Colley, A.D.
Willingham, Joe S. Ray, Ralph
Edrington
and
Coy
M.
Copeland.
On Dec. 20, 1938, West Kentucky RECC received its first
loan from the FtEA, in the
amount of $219,000. The
cooperative has since borrowed
a total of $11,500,000.
Construction began immediately and in July 1939 the
first lines were energized. The
180 miles of lines energized that
first year served fewer than 400
customers, and in a typical
winter month they used a total
of 15,496 kilowatt hours of
electricity, averaging about 40
kwh for which they paid $2.50,
Total usage, both residential
and commercial, for the year
ending May 31, 1973, was
478,053,182 kilowatt hours, an
increase of 54,687,851 kwh, or 13
per cent from the same date the
previous year.
The average cost to West
Kentucky RECC consumers per
kilowatt hour used during the
year was 1.28 mills.
The West Kentucky RECC
now boasts a membership of
21,852 and it takes 2,272 miles of
lines to furnish electricity to
these members.
During its 35 years of
existence, West Kentucy RECC
has had five general managers.
including Walker. The other
managers were Robert Usrey,
H.E. Pentecost, Jim Robey and
George Knight.
The cooperative had had only
three presidents in its history
The Wooden, Carlisle County,
was elevated to the presidency
following the death of Ed C. Ray
on Feb. 4, 1966, but served in
that capacity only four months
before meeting a tragic death in
a tractor accident on June 28,
1966. Howard was elected
president at Wooden's death
and continues to serve in that
post.
In corrunenting on TVA's 40th
anniversary, Walker noted the
reservoir system has proved its
value in regulating floods on the
Tennessee River.
"A single major TVA flood
control operation earlier this
year reduced flood damages by
an amount more than double the
agency's $200 million total investment in flood control
facilities," Walker noted.
He also lauded TVA's efforts
in the areas of industrial
growth, agricultural extension
services, forest management,
environmental protection and
recreation.
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Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Set-vice June 20, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 843 Est. 450
Barrows dr Gilts fully 50 cents
lower Sows steady to 50 cents
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 38.25-38.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 37.75-38.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 37.00-37.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 36.50-37.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 32.50-33.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 31.50-32.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 30.50-31.50
Boars 27.50-31.75

INDIA AIDS GUYANA
The Guyana Defense Force
is receiving advanced training and technical aid including instruction in jungle war-,
fare and road development
from the Indian army.
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Europe worries Young 4-H Leaders Given Boost
over Watergate
By THOMAS NUZUM
Copley News Service
PARIS — The growing hue
and cry over Watergate
amuses Europeans less and
less.
It makes them apprehensive lest U.S. indignation
against the Nixon administration indirectly threatens allied security or prosperity.
One worry is that administration leaders might be
tempted to divert attention
from the Watergate investigation by seeking pyrrhic
prestige victories in foreign
affairs.
For instance, by forcing
Europe to buy huge quantities
of U.S. grain, even if that split
the European Common Market, opening a breach for Russian influence over some allies.
Or by forcing a one-sided
monetary reform on the allies. That could split the Common Market too.
Or by making unbalanced
concessions to Russian leader
Leonid Brezhnev to assure
East-West detente now regardless of long-run conseqt,enees.
Another worry is that President Nixon's prestige will decline until Congress hamstrings his conduct of foreign
policy, which has satisfied
most allies until now.
Euromart officials in Brussels fear that unless they
make exorbitant trade concessions, the U.S. Congress
might demand the recall of
GIs protecting Western Europe, or override administration opposition to protective tariffs.
Tariffs could trigger a trade
war that might wreck the free
world's economy.
One step suggested by the
administration to avert a
trade war would be to import
European cheeses if Europe
dropped import taxes on U.S.
grain. But congressmen angered by Watergate threaten
to kill this compromise.
The Gaullist Party newspaper in France, La Nation, took
ominous note of Sen. Edward
Kennedy's statement in Brussels that Watergate had stimulated Congress to demand
U.S. troop reduction in Europe more loudly.
Then Congress reduced
funds for Cambodian air raids
in the wake of the Watergate
furor. Legislators had tied one
fist behind Henry Kissinger's
back just before he flew to
Paris to try to persuade the
North Vietnamese to comply
with the Indo-Chinese truce,
editorialized French and German newspapers.
Credibility of Western European defense depends on
the authority of the U.S.
president to unleash atomic
bombs, if need be, to counter
Soviet aggression, pointed out
Die Welt, flagship of Germany's leading chain of newspapers. So if the Watergate
scandal weakens the President's authority, Western security would be weakened too,
concluded Die Welt and La
Nation.
Unanswered
questions
about Watergate could discredit the President until
cleared up, creating a power
vacuum "damaging for
America and her allies,"
warned the London Daily
Telegraph.
So Mr. Nixon should make a
detailed statement of everything he knew about the case,
said the Telegraph, adding:
If this leads to impeachment, so be it."
"Britain can help in the
Nixon rescue operation by

Credi▪t card demand
sparks plant addition
Malco Plastics, Garrison,
Md., one of the leading producers of plastic credit and
identification cards, has completed a $500,000, 24,000square-foot addition to its
plant.
This Pitney Bowes subsidiary has shown substantial
growth since it began offering
complete,single-source credit
card service, with magnetic
stripe encoding early last
year, Lawrence F. Linden,
Malco vice president, explained

overcoming f•Irerieh coolness
to an Atlantic summit which
could refurbish Mr. Nixon as
a transatlantic leader ...
drowning his critics in Congress," suggested the Daily
Mail.
As for the moral aspect of
the Watergate case, Europeans have seen worse. "Americans are still seeking the
Utopian republic imagined by
Plato, Plutarch and Rousseau," commented the Brussels daily La Peuple.
"Their naivety makes us
smile," concluded Le Peuple's editorialist. "Still I think
they are right, and I envy

John Allen, (seated), Senior
Staff Editor of Reader's Digest signs the agreement
officially approving Reader's
Digest's sponsorship of the
national 4-H leadership program Looking on are Linda
finsrud and Robert Davis,
(tight), Nassau County, NY,
4-fl junior leaders, and Kenneth H. Anderson, assoc.
director. National 4-H Service
Committee.
Budding young 4-11 leaders
are now assured their efforts
will not go unnoticed. Providing that assurance is Reader's
Digest, new sponsor of the

Environmentally
Speaking
THOMAS 0. HARRIS
COMMISSIONER
Kentucky Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection

I cannot repeat too many
times how proud I am of the
manual on surface mine
reclamation which our Division
recently
of Reclamation
completed. I believe this book is
most comprehensive
the
manual on strip mining ever
written by any organization in
any state.
This manual certainly will not
solve all the problems of the
strip mining industry, but it
represents a large step in the
right direction. We realize that
before an operator can comply
with our requirements, he has
those
what
know
to
requirements are and he has to
know how he can comply.
This manual represents a
storehouse of information that
will aid the coal industry in
developing and implementing
acceptable reclamation plans.
Within this manual are about
300 pages of information which I
believe will prove very helpful
to the strip mining industry in

fulfilling the requirements of
our current reclamation Law.
The manual not only contains
the law and regulations pertaining to strip mining, but also
includes procedures and
policies of the Division of
Reclamation. It has handbooks
on revegetation and sediment
control which give the operators
information on how to comply
with the law.
This manual, the result of
many hundreds of hours of
research, will in turn save us
many hours of backtracking, of
explaining policies over and
over again.
We're mailing a manual to
each of Kentucky's 500 or so
active strip mine operations.
Additional copies can be obtained at $10 each by writing to
the Division of Reclamation,
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

national 4-H leadership program supervised by the Cooperative Extension Service.
As sponsor of the program, which recognizes leadership accomplishments at
county, state and national
levels, Reader's Digest offers
a full schedule of awards
the
through
arranged
National 4-H Service Committee, Chicagri".
Up to four medals of
honor are offered to deserving boys and girls in each
county. The tokyoung leader
in each state receives an
expense-paid trip to National
4-H Congress in Chicago,
Nov. 25-29, and there 12
national- winnefs-each-receive
a $600 'educational
scholarship.
Through the national _4-H
leadership program young
people are encouraged to take
the opportunity to transform
themselves into creative,
inspiring, decisive persons.
4-H'ers participating in the
program' assist in the formation of new clubs, help supervise 4-H activities, aid
younger members in their
project work and assist members of the Cooperative
Extension Service in expanding the 4-H program.
Young people find many

Open 9 a.m, to

Teaching crafts to a group
of mentally retarded youngsters was one of. the 4-H
Leadership activities of Susan
Webb, of Crossville, Tenn.
Miss Webb, also a 1972
national winner in 4-H leadership. was .author Of a 4-H
newsletter for 4-11 leaders,
school officials and others in
her county. In addition, she's
numrrous
Londucted
workshops, tours and leadership labs.
- -For more information
opportunities in 4-H leadership, contact the county
extension office.

Stop, Shop
and

p in.

We Reserve The Right To
limit Quantities

East Side of The Square

-"outlets for their leadership
talents. ImprOVing the environment was the goal of Jim
McLean. A 1972 national
winner in the 4-H leadership
program, McLean organized
and was the first president of
a county 4-H "Junior Leader
Action Club", which received
a "Citizenship in Action"
grant from Reader's Digest
Foundation to help develop a_
local recreation area. The
Brady, Mont., youth also
taught conservation classes to
nearly 500 youths from ten
Montana counties, was chairman of his community's
"Earth Day" activities, and
served as a junior coordinator
at the states conservation
,amp.

SAVE!!
PRINGLES

ASPIRIN
um% Pure Pain Reliever

By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service
HOLLYWOOD — Pola Negri had returned to Los Angeles to get new glasses, not that
they would greatly improve
the view as she looked out of
her Beverly Wilshire Hotel
window toward Hollywood.
For Hollywood and Los Angeles have changed for considerably worse since she initially saw them in 1922.
She was the first major European star to be lured to
California to serve our domestic film industry and, she
has recalled, "The Hollywood
I knew then was the Hollywood of dreams."
Pola Negri, the beloved of
Rudolph Valentino, a princess
who gave up her title to become an American citizen, a
great, international star of
both silent and talking pictures, has lived in San Antonio, Tex., for the last 14
years, a city she chose as residence because it was the
home of her dear friend, the
late Margaret West.
When she visited Los Angeles recently it was for the
first time in seven years.
Seven years ago Walt Disney personally coaxed her out
of retirement to appear in his
picture, "The Moon-Spinners," but since then she's
consistently refused picture
work, including a role in Universal's current "The Sugarland Express."
"Many studios are courting
me since my retirement,"
Miss Negri said during her recent Los Angeles visit, "but I
am happy in San Antonio.
"Oh, yes, I get a great deal
.of fan mail, especially from
Europe. People write to ask
for autographed pictures and
to say how much they miss
me.
"My autobiography, you
know, was not only published

-

111
- it
C
L

I.

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

Quart Bottle, 32-oz,

They were planning to marry and live in his "Falcon's
Lair," she recounts, when his
sudden death terminated one
of the happiest tunes of her
life.
Soon after, Pula returned to
Europe,settled in France and
married Prince Serge Mdiyam whom she later divorced
and whose title she relinquished when she became an
American citizen in 1951.

LONG HAIR BAN
Brazil's Under-23 football
team was recently refused entry to Malawi because its
members refused to cut their
hair in compliance with President Hastings Banda's law,
which also forbids ta, t trousers and miniskirts.

66'

FINAL NET
INVISIBLE HAIR NET
Holds 3 times longer than the
sale
leading hair

INSTANT

NESTEA

NES E

100% TEA
3-oz. Jar

694;

so‘e

TABLETS
A high potency iron and
vitamin tonic.

Reg. '2.98

BLACK FLAG

FLYING INSECT
KILLER

BMW(
FIAG

Kills the germs that
cause bad breath.
Lasts for hours!

It was announced recently
that Dr. Walter Kellermann,
Dr. Gordon Brooke and John
Baruch of the Department of
Physics of Leeds University
in England have observed the
smallest particle in the Universe, the mysterious qwark,
among cosmic ray showers
which bombard earth from
space. If the existence of the subatomic qwark is definitely established, it would make the
fundamental laws of the
structure of matter very
much easier to understand.

MOISTURIZING LOTION

POTATO CHIPS
3 Pack Special

Has the tiny qwark
finally been found?

Deep Magic

Reg. $1.10

youngster later adopted the
name Negri_
Pola studied ballet and
showed great promise at a
ballerina before she was accepted by the Warsaw Imperial Academy of Dramatic
Arts.
By the outset of World War
I, she was a star of the Polish
stage, though a very young
one, and by the time she was
18, she was 'a Polish movie
star with her first film, "Slave
of Sin," a tremendous success.
She made her first German
film, "The Eyes of the Mummy Ma," opposite Emil Jennings in 1918 and was well on
her way to international stardom when what she took to be
love temporarily interferred.
Pola married Count Eugene
Darribski and, at his insistence, retired to the life of a
diplomat's wife. However, the
marriage was not successful
and she soon returned to
movie making.
American producer Ben
Blumenthal, head of Hamilton
Pictures now defunct), first
brought Pola to Hollywood,
where her life became even
more dramatic if possible.
She was party to a hectic romance with Charlie Chaplin
which, according to her recollections, she ended after a furious scene with the little
comic over his jealousy.
Then she fell wildly in love
with Rudolph Valentino and
he with her.

in English. It's been translated into French, Spanish
and Polish. The New York
Times called it 'the best biography of 1970.'"
And small wonder, for few
lives have been more interesting than Miss Negri's.
As a child in Poland, she
was Apolonia Chalupec, lovingly called "Pola."
Even her childhood was full
of sound and fury, for her father, a tin master, became a
political prisoner, leaving
Pola's mother distraught and,
in a short while, almost destitute.
Among the vicissitudes of
Pola's girlhood was a bout
with tuberculosis during
which she became acquainted
with the works of the Italian
poetess Ada Negri.
The poetry expressed her
own emotions so well that the

With free 3-oz.
Deep Magic
cleansing lotion.

I
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Sale Starts Wednesday
Ends Saturday

ST. JOSEPH

Pola Negri recalls
'dream Hollywood'

12 oz_ Aerosol Can

Reg.
$1.19

SCHICK

HOT LATHER
CARTRIDGE REFILL

MISS CLAIROL

HAIR
COLORING

POO-IN FORMULA
SSHAM
Choice of Reg., Menthol, Lime.

BAYER TIMED RELEASE

Reg.

ASPIRIN

2.49
GILLETTE

TRAC II
RAZOR
Reg. '2.95

Effective pain relief. Take every 8 hours.
Bottle of 30

Reg.
$ 1.05

sate

DIAL DRY

ANTI-PERSPI RANT
HAIR SPRAY
Choice of regular. extra hold,
unscented, oily. 13-oz.

Reg. s1.79
SAVE $1.00

$ 11 09
Sale I
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JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

Rib
Steak
I.G.A.

Reelfoot

Bread

20oz Loaf

Chuck t.
, Roast,e,
-

I

12-oz. pkg.

U.S. Choice

Swiss Steak
Qt

9;

lb.

KRAFT

FRENCH DRESSING
GRAPE JELLY
PARKAY

53'

16-oz.

K RAFT

2 lbs.

Velveeta

59'

SOUP

14 oz

Store Sliced

15'

2-lb. box

25,

lb

Sliced

Slab

air

Bacon 79c
lb

INSTANT NESTEA

Hu.!t's

Catsup

All-Meat

iGet MILK
ER
IGilR ik FOOD
I.G.A. BISCUITS

Cheese
119

29'

1-1b Quarters

il
AB
aLE

lb.

251 Wieners 631 Bologna 79
c

Miracle
Whip
Salad Dressing

19

U.S. Choice

BUYING POWER
AT YOUR ICA STORE

3-oz.

1,2

79$49$
9'

Gal

8 oz

8'

Detergent

Nrex

Fab 69;
Giant Size

POB LISH KOSHER PICKLES 59'
TANG
INSTANT DRINK
'119
PRUNE JUICE
Qt
49'

CRISCO OIL

32 °z

Pepsi or
Coke

32 oz

DEL MONTE

61i4risuP

6-Bat. Ctn.

19;

48,

•;

49'

Qt. Jar

Checker Cola
28 oz Bot

10-oz.

ONIONS

1 2ct

N°Ca2n

25'

CONCENTRATED ALL

69'

LIQUID DOVE

59'

YELLOW CORN
Ear

59'

24 °z

!BASTARD GREENS
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Police lncentive Progra m Underway
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Wendell
Ford
recently
presented the first checks to
mayors and police chiefs of
Kentucky cities involved in the
Police
Training
and
Educational Incentive Program
designed to upgrade the
qualifications of Kentucky's law
enforcement officers.
A total of nearly $5,250,000
will be spent in the program
over the next tem years.
"In the fight against crime,"
Ford said, the single most
important individual is the
policeman. Sophisticated crime
and
control
equipment
specialized programs will be of
little use in stopping burglaries,
armed robberies, assaults, and
larcenies until the policeman is
adequately trained to use the
equipment and techniques
which are available to him."
The incentive program will
encourage policemen to improve their performance by
increasing their salaries after
they have taken advantage of
in-service and basic training
opportunities.
Pay increases will amount to

a full 15 per cent for policemen
who meet the requirements of
the program.
In order to receive the incentive payment, a police
department must meet five
mandatory standards. Every
officer hired after July 1, 1973
must have a high school degree.
The police department must
pay its full-time officers a
minimum salary of $4,350 excluding the state incentive,
after July 1, 1973. All recruits
hired after July 1, 1972 must
complete 400 hours of certified
basic training and each police
officer must successfully
complete 40 hours of inservice
of training every calendar year.
Finally, every department must
participate in Kentucky's
Uniform Crime Reporting
System.
Police departments employing over 40 officers must
meet two additional standards.
According to Governor Ford,
"They must establish crime
prevention teams to help
citizens and businesses take
action to stop crime before it
occurs and develop crime-

related patrol plans, putting
police service where and when
the public most needs it."
In order to implement the
program, Governor Ford had to
instruct the Kentucky Crime
Commission to proceed with
payments despite a ruling by
the Federal Pay Board allowing
only 5.5 per cent pay increases.
Ford said, "Extensive
negotiations between Charlie
Owen, and the Pay Board's
lawyers finally produced a new
order permitting us to implement the program, as we
planned, in February. Now
that's what I call federal-state
cooperation."
When the payments are
completed in July, 1974, 3,047
policemen in 144 cities will have
been included. As of Feb. 1,
1973, more than 1350 officers had
completed in-service training
requirements and one-third of
the more than 300 recruits had
completed basic training
requirements.
The Governor stressed
Kentucky's leadership in the
field of law enforcement, citing
an eight-percent decrease in

crime last year. He said, "We
know we are the first state in
the country to design and implement a police training and
educational program. Other
states will be watching our
progress closely and our success can mean much to the rest
of the nation in the preservation
of law and order."

The Governor met with some
20 mayors, police chiefs and
police leaders from across the
state to make the announcement and presentations.
He promised that within 10 days
checks will be delivered to 144
Kentucky cities employing over
2,900 policemen.

STAMPING OUT
HIGH PRICES

First Lance Equipment
Bolsters NATO Force
REDSTONE ARSENAL, Ala. (AIM—Lance missiles
soon be on their way for use by American soldiers in
Europe.
•
The first shipment of equipment needed to launch the
missiles has already arrived in Europe where it will be issued
to Army artillerymen in support of North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) fortes.
will

The Lance will be replacing Sergeant and Honest John battalions that have played an important role in NATO defense
plans of the .past.

Included in the initial equipment shipment were tracked
vehicles, self-propelled launchers and transporter loaders.
The actual Lance is a 20-foot-long missile and is the
Army's only major missile system to be fielded this year.

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily - 12 Noon-7 p.m. Sunday
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On Any New or Refill
Prescription
With Any
Prescription Purchase
of $2.50 or More
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Net
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Spray
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84 ET

Colgate
Toothpaste
Family Size
$113 Elsewhere

Limit 1
With Coupon
Offer expires 7/28/73
REXALL
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990 Elsewhere
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Elsewhere
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Prescription
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Prescription Purchase
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Police Anniversary To Be Held June 29
c.
FRANKFORT, Ky. —Many
an example of clever detective
work has come to light during
preparations by state police for
anniversary
25th
their
celebration which will take
place here on June 29.
One concerned a Falmouth
woman who murdered four
persons and very nearly got
away with a fifth killing, that of
her infant son, before an alert
county judge and a state police
detective with intuition intervened.
With the frequency of those
unexplained "crib deaths" in
which babies sometimes suffocate without apparent reason,
the boy's death might otherwise
have escaped official notice
when it was first reported as
asphyxiation.
State Police Captain Edwin
E. Miller, now commander of
the narcotics unit at Frankfort,
remembered the case this way:
After the child's death was
reported, Miller and Pendleton
County Judge Jack Dickenson
got together to discuss it. Both
men were agreed on one thing.
The case needed looking into.
Although there was no "hard"
evidence to support a suspicion
of foul play, both men were
thinking back to an earlier
time—in 1957—when the same
woman lost three other children
cirmysterious
under
cumstances. That time it was a
fire, and a man who lived in the
same building also died.
Arson investigators had
questioned the woman off and
on for nearly a year after the
fire, but finally dropped the
case against her for lack of
evidence
This time, however, it was to
be different.
"Call it intuition, or call it a
hunch," says Miller, "but once
we brought her to Frankfort for
a he detector test, she broke
down and confessed to
smothering her son with a
pillow because her husband had
left her."
But Miller wasn't satisfied.
There still was the matter of
those other deaths in the fire,
and the thought of what might

have really happened that day
continued to bother the
detective,
After several days spent
inarson
studying the
vestigators' reports and clip-

pings from the Falmouth
Outlook, Miller arranged to
question the woman again, thi.s
time at the Pendleton County
Courthouse in the presence of
Sheriff Robert J. Yelton.

Within a few minutes after the
session began, the woman
admitted have set the fire.
She told Miller that she had
dropped a match into a fruit
packing case full of shaved

WEDNESDAY—JUNE 20,_ 1973
one given for smothering her
son. She had been left by
another husband—her third—
and felt abandoned.
In the trials that followed, the
woman was convicted of five
counts of voluntary manslaughter and sentenced to
fifteen years on each,

paper. Later, she repeated the
story to her mother at the Jail.
"Morn, I dropped a match into
the box and went upstairs. Then
the fire started. I killed them,"
she was reported as saying,
According to Miller, the
motive for those killings was
substantially the same as the

We Have 11-Wt WilUet It-Or It Can't Be Had
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MEAL MIX

TOMATO SAUCE
CHICKEN, TURKEY, BEEF.
TUNA OR MACARONI & CHEESE

1

5-LB
BAG

8 02
CAN

$1:111111

Bakery prices good thru Sat , June 23 All others good thru Tues

June 26 Limit right reserved COPYRIGHT 1973-THE KROGER CO

BEEF

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE "PEOPLE'S CHOICE

U S GOVT GRADED CHOICE -PEOPLE'S CHOICE" BEEF

RIB
STEAKS

1

FAMILY •Alt OF
•PlEAST QUARTERS
3 LEG QUARTIIRS
3 WINGS. Z 0.8.-ETS

Pkg. of
3 or more

Round Steak

FULL-CUT
BONELESS

K.C. Steak

BONE-IN
LB

Club Steak

LEAN PORK

2-LB5

•REASTS
KROGER
MEAT WIENERS

Pork Roast

Rib Eye Steak

LB

LB

$289

LB

$249

LB

$279

FRISKIES CHI

Dog Foot

ANIiLY
PAK

GOLD
(OR

U S GOVT GRADED CHOICE

FAMILY PAK OF
3-LBS OR MORE

FRESH
PICNIC STYLE

KROGER

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

Us GOVT GRADED CHOICE

S - LIES

BUSH PINTO

Navy Bee

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

Cubed Round

Bonus Bundle
S-LIIIL ROUND
S-L•11. CHUCK STEAK
-CUT PUS
LES
PORN CHOPS
LEGS
S LOS
$-1.55. RIG STEAK
1-1511. KROGER GROUND
SEEP

38

• Orange ii

Ms. Strip Steak

LB.

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE
FREEZER

17-0Z.
CANS

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

Cube Steaks

Rump Roast

Pork Steaks

CREAM ST
OR
WHOLE KE

FAMILY PAM OF
3-LOS OR MORE

69

$1128

KROGER HOP

Pickles
42 LBS
OF MEAT.
ALL FOR

KROGER 224
LB

LB

C
C
LB99
LB.59

Hamburg

SWEET HAMI

Kroger R
US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

KROGER

GENUINE

Sirloin Steak T-Bone Steak

Ground Beef

Ground Round

CUT AND FREEZER WRAPPED FREE'
Whole or Half

Fresh Lamb .99`
Whole Sides
Hindquarters
Forequarters
Whole Say Ready Loin
Semi-Boneless Rounds

ip
lb
lb:
lb
lb

68

49i1
991
7941
$1.39
91.09

LB

ALLEN AL

LIMA
BEAN

89 $129

$1118
LB
CHUB
PAK

LB

KROGER
PORK FEET OR

Pig Tails
DELICIOUS WITH RIBS

Sauer Kraut

49
4

C

LB

QUART •9c
JAR

MEDIUM SIZE

Spore Ribs

TO S
AVG

LB

MEATY

Pork Neck Bones

LB

e.

NTALOUPE

LEAN

99`
45`
TENDER

WESTERN -GROWN

J. ()rid
consumption of
s)nthetie rubber is about 5
million tons annually, .say5
National fieogriphir.

HI

MOTHER'S BEST SELF-RISING

STOK ELY

NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Carolyn Jean Rollins &
Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Murray, Ky.

DISMISSALS
Mr. Will Moore Latimer, Rt.
1, Hazel, Mrs. Mary Ruth
Wallace, 1703 Kennland,
Murray, Mrs. Doris F. Yarbrough, 213 Riveria Cts.
Murray, Mrs. Mary Dalene
Crum & Baby Boy, Rt. L,
Kirksey, Mrs. Diana Jane
Myers & Baby Girl, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Smith & Baby Boy, 508 S. llth
St., Murray, Mrs. Ruth West
Henry, Coach Estate B-5 Rt., 7,
Murray, Mr. Willard Everett
Palmer, 812 Water Mayfield,
Mrs. Frances Earline Beach,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mr. Otis James
Tress, Rt. 4, Murray.

By Bett
Trave
Some say it
way, some Si
you're in the S
the Bluegrass

PHONE 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!

6-14-73
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 8

6-15-73
ADULTS 89
NURSERY 5

Ilacat

VVALLIS DRUG

Hospital Report

DISMISSALS
Mr. Henry Christopher
Bannon, Box 1210 Univ. Station,
Mrs.
Mildred
Murray,
Katheline Canady, Rt. 5, Box
294, Murray, Mr. Alfred Cullen
Cunningham, 1105 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley Jean
Elkins, 1307 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. William Brown
Houk, Box 45 Dexter, Mrs. Ruby
Elizabeth Lampkins, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Audrey Lee Moore,
514 S. 6th St., Murray, Mrs.
Kathy Thiencs Mckenney, 1607
Catalina Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Paula Kay McNutt, Rt. 1,
Murray, Master Larry Allen
Pritchett, Box 81 Dexter, Mrs.
Jean Shahan, 1701 W. Main St.,
Murray, Mrs. Alf Bennett
Shelton, Rt. 5, Murray, Mr.
Leonard W. Walker, Rt. 6
Murray, Mr. Leonard Daniel
Whitner, 810 N. 19th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Stella May
Adams, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mr. John
Wesley Fulton, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mr. James Paul Paschall, Rt. 1,
Wilson
Murray, Mrs. Aline
Steele, Rt. 5, Murray, Mr. Brent
Rollins Winchester, 1611 Kirkwood: Murray, Mr. John
Delbert Allen, Fern Terrace
Lodge , Murray.
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TENDER

Smoked Picnics

LB

FRONTIER

Smoked Sausage
TASTY

69'
89`

3cP 88e

LB

ECONOMY BUY

Dressed Whiting

4

NECTARINES

59c

FRESH

49`
Fresh Lemons12
69` Gropes
Oranges
894 Cherries
3 49( Honeydews
Cucumbers

Florida- Limes

Smoked Ham

5 LB
BOX

Bar-B-CI

98'
999

NIVOGIO.1 ONION.

Snack Cra
KROGER

Salad Dr

FL ()AIDA

YELLOW CORN
FRESH

LB

SEMI BONELESS PORTIONS

F'OP

Broccoli

Bc.49'
79'
89'
99'

Al If ()PN1A fl API ET TE

JUI C

FOP

BING

CALIFORNIA VALENCIA

PEPPERS, RADISHE S OP

TEXAS

6 OZ
PKGS

SALE
Peaches

r

.or••

Miss Brec

PROTEIN 2

Shampc
LB 39
C

AEROSOL

CALIFORNIA

Bactine

Red Plums

WATERMELONS

78c

SUR
DEO

Hair Sp

LB

f A

NEW SUPE

NEW CROP, ARKANSAS

LB

RED RIPE & SWE1 t

FIRRIES
STRAII

SUMMER FRUIT

POWDER

Poliden
ANT

LB

TI

I873
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and in addition, offer the
traveler air-conditioned lodges
with 746 comfortably furnished
acres of Kentucky's land rooms ranging in rates from $9
for a single to $20 for a double.
contain state parks.
Fifteen state resort parks Off-season rates are at a
show off superlative scenery reduced price. It is easy to
made up of mountains make reservations in a state
bluegrass, rivers, and lakes, 0-park, just dial, toll-free, in

Vacation Parks Give Infection Of Leisure To All Who Visit
By Betty Ellison
Travel Writer
Some say it's the Kentucky
way, some say it's because
you're in the South. Visitors to
the Bluegrass State constantly

report that things move easier,
breezes are softer, people are
friendlier, there is a contagious
feeling of leisure in the air. And,
it's generally found, Kentucky's state-operated vacation

and shrines are the finest in the
United States. From one-acre
Constitution Square State
Shrine in Danville-where the
Commonwalth's . first constitution was written-to the

parks give this happy infection
to all.
Travelers, who came to
Kentucky 37 million strong last
year, agree that the system of
43 state-operated resorts, parks

sprawling 3,600-acre Lake
Barkley State Resort Park near
Cadiz, there is hospitality,
recreation, leisure, history, plus
the time and space to move
.'our own pace. Nearly 40.000

II

II

ALL FLAVORS
OMB
MINI
IMP
INNS
MEI
MOO

$

E KETCHUP

COFFEE

IMMO
MID
IMO
IMMO

IMO
=IP

OT

I -LB
CAN

el=

WITH THIS COUPON ANDES 00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE. EXCLUDING NMI
TOSACCO AND 11 RILSH ON PROSIER MILK PRODUCTS lid VENICI
AND IN ADDITION TO ANT OTHER PURCHASE PICOUIRIIIMIINTS
GOOD THOU TUES . JUNE 20 LIMIT ONE St-III/CC T TO
AppuiC A•LE TAXES.
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Suet.

TOP VALUE STAMPS,
with this coupon and $5 purchase
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Garden
Sweet Peas

Mayonnaise

Tomatoes

$1
tsic

. . made possible by temporary manufac,
turer's allowances with the savings passed
on to you. Watch for these items, marked
by sepcial signs in our stores.

sv

• *airy

Si

15-0Z
CANS

FACIAL
TISSUES
WHITE OR COLORS

Beans

47c

46-0Z
CAN
FRISKIES CHICKEN, MEAT OR LIVER
15-0Z
CANS

• Orange Juice

6

Dog Food

JAR

Si

18-0Z

Grape Jelly

JAR
GREEN GIANT SLICED OR WHOLE
21/2-0Z
JARS

3

Mushrooms

88:

GOLDEN
CORN

17 GI
CAN,

CREAM STYLE
OR
WHOLE KERNEL

BATHROOM
TISSUE

43c

1 ROLL.

PK G

KROGER HOMESTYLE

3

Pickles

49c
3I c

Hamburger Dills

EA
SWEET. HAMBURGER OR HOT DOG
10-01
JAR

Kroger Relish

ALLEN ALL GREEN

LIMA
BEANS

5
3

KROGER

Bar-B-O Sauce

18-0Z

Salad Dressing
NEW' SUPER DRY

SURE
DEODORANT

1

9-0Z.

19C

PKG.

,
4111

OT

6

24-0Z

Embassy Syrup

BOTTLE

49c

Dry Milk

$179

PK G

39c

OF Z

Dressing
KRAFT

4c5-,,fs 49'

Puddings

MEL 0 SOFT

5

KROGER

Not Dog Sauce

04-oz
JAR

29`
79'

21-0Z.

Si

KROGER STUFFED

Manzanillo Olives
•

5

Pork & Beans

CANS

717
:
:.=

Miss Bre ck
13-0Z

Hair Spray

CAN

PROTEIN 21

.7-OZ
-BOTTLE

Shampoo
AERosoL

2-0Z
/
41

Bactine

58`
99`
119

CAN

POWDER

6 65-0Z

Polident

PKG
Apotheca

ANT SIT PT IC

LISTERINE
BC 1

I

78`

94
Jar

SANDWICH BUNS OR

Wiener Rolls

10-lb bag

$ 1 37

3

'1

4-0Z

LOAVES

412-0Z
PK GS

Chinaman Schnecken

7 OZ

PLAIN. SUGAR OR APPLE 14 SPICE
COUN1 RY STYLE

Bonds are
fr little tiny
babies who've
just been
born.

WITH MEAT SAUCE)

Spaghetti Dinner
Glad Wrap

79,

GLAD FAMILY

'WrOger

........

II

III III

I 11

Kroger Zips

2

DOZ

1
39C
79c
9c
$

I LB
2LOAVES8
FLAKE TWIN OR COMBO PAK

Bread

BROWN IN
SERVE ROLLS

4
11-01

PKGS

$1

WORTH 20` CASH

EA

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 4-02. IAN

Kroger

BUTTERMILK OR HOMESTYLE5

3I -LB

ROYAL VIKING

Kroger Donuts

5?

WITH THIS COUPON THRU TOES . JUNE 26
LIMIT ONE 111./1111ECT TO APPLICASLE TAXES.

8-01

PK GS

LOAVES

White Bread

15 OZ

PKG

24-01

VILLAGE BAKERY

61e

Family Napkins

Ill

50-0Z.

CASCADE

OT

KRAFT

OgPriBir4•21ILT•171

7:
:E

W1/60111
CLEANER

PuftUNE
JUICE

6-0Z

CAN

NIAGARA

Spray Starch

1 -LB PKG

Kroger

Sugar

French Dressing

BOSH FRESH BLACKE YE OR

PURPLE
HULL
PEAS

PK G

KRAFT COLS SLAW

2 OZ 89C
/
141

2CANS
KROGER PORTION SERVE FRUITS OR

KROGeR

KROGER INSTANT NON-FAT
"MAKES 14
QUARTS

GALA

Towels

39'
Glendale
Orange, Grape,
Crust Shells 3pkgs.$ 00
Drinks Punch, Lemonade ga1.69; Pie
Big K
Kleenex
28 Oz bottles 1 9;
59` Towels
jumbo roll 35; Drinks
KROGER 6
SANDWICH
BISCUITS
BREAD

BOTTLES

KROGER

9c

7

Coffee

KANDU
BLEACH

SESAME
ONION. 5440ista. !MACON OR

Snack Crackers

•
1 -LB
3-LB. $229
BAG
BAG
REGULAR OR BUTTER FLAVORED

SPOTLIGHT

$1
16-0Z
JARS
KROGER 22-0Z SWEET OR 32-01 SLICED

33C

2 LB
PKG

Pinto Beans
KROGER CUT
Asparagus Spears

FAMILY SCOTT. 650 SHEET

STOKELY

Kriooan

Preserves

"104 OFF"
LABEL

30

200-CT

PK G

59'
39`
$1

18-02

SMUCKER'S

KROGER

OT

KROGER DRY

SMUCKER'S STRAWBERRY

PUREX

KLEENEX

LB
CANS

BUSH PINTO OR

TOP
ALUE
174m

SAVINGS

"BONUS

KROGER

KROGER

17-0Z
CANS

there are over 2,I03 state park .
camping sites, with 32 central,
service buildings providing rest
rooms, showers, and dump
stations for trailers). In those.
parks with primitive areas.
there is almost endless space
for campers.
Recreation in state parks
does not just happen, it is
carefully planned for the
guests' enjoyment. What you
can do in a state park con.
stitutes a long list, but some of
the recreation includes sailing,
golf, tennis, fishing, boating.
horseback riding, swimming in
pools or from sandy beaches,
lacking, nature studies, and.
special programs for children,
leaving their parents time to
engage in their own recreation.
Nine historical shrines that
are part of the parks system
trace the developemnt of the
Commonwealth from the first
cabin, built at Barbourville by
pioneer explorer Dr. Thoma,s
Walker, to My Old Kentucky
n t,
ndslttfoew a
at
Home
ar
representing plantaBtio
its finest hour.
Aside from 43 state parks and
shrines, Kentucky has four
national parks. Mammonth
Cave National Park contains
the world's longest connecting
cavern corridors, plus 51,000
acres above ground. Cumberland Gap National Historical
Park marks the spot in the
mountains where the first
settlers came into Kentucky in
the 1700's. Abraham Lincoln
Birthplace National Historic
Site protects the log cabin
where the Civil War president
was born, with a granite and
marble monument. Land
Between the Lakes, in Western
Kentucky, has 170,000 acres
devoted to recreation, conservation and environmental
studies.
Still another park, Breaks
Interstate, run jointly by
Kentucky and Virginia, offers
complete vacation facilities
with lodge, dining room, cottages, recreation and a commanding view of the deepest
river canyon east of the
Mississippi River.
All together there are 48 state
parks
nteareKeth
to shin
, atiwoanaitingi
ancdkyn
tu
Kentucky way of having a good
time with what is expected to he
a new record number of vi.sito
this year.

OM▪ N▪ I

SIM

BE E F

VALUABLE KROGER COUPON

KROGER VAC-PAC

DRINKS
46-0Z
CANS

III

VALUABLE KROGER COUPON

Kentucky 1-800-372-2961, and
Illinois
Indiana,
Ohio,
V..14
Missouri, Tennessee, Alabarnab,0%
Carolina,
South
Georgia,
Virginia and West Virginia dial
1-800626-2911.
Fine Kentucky foods are
served in 16 park
pacity
that have a sea •
over 4,100. Meting an
recreation rooms of r an adin 14 of
ditonal seating of 4,
the resort parks. F e resort
ops as
parks feature coffee
well as dining rooms.
There are 316 cot ges in.
Ketnucky's state parks briging.
from compact effici cies to
three-bedroom delta models.
Everything is there ft vacation
housekeeping; all that is
happy
required is food and
tenant.
outdoors,o
turcktyo.tsalg rea tenjoyment
no
KeF

KROGER

Ice Milk

72-GAL •

FREEZER PLEEzER

Variety-Treats

24-CT

PKG
KROGER HOMESTYLE PIMENTO

FREEZER PLEEZER

SHIVER
24 FROZEN
STICKS

POPS

11111111

41
1
/

4141X ,,,,,,,,,,,
1
4/
1
14/

Iger
%.)

1

ORANGE 6 $119
KROGER FROZEN

OR RLACK1111.011+ T

Old Fashion

Cobblers

69'

Strawberries

KROGER SLICED NATURAL

OZ

I ll

49;
99'
45`

B•OZ
Cheese Spread
KROGER MILD CHEDDAR MIDGET
Longhorn Cheese LB. 912

Swiss Cheese

KROGER FREEZE-DRIED COFFEEONE.

st

LIMIT
JUNE 24
GOOD Teat) TUILS
SOSSECT TO APPL1CA•Lt TAXIS.

KROGER CHOPPED OR

Leaf Spinach

Newborn babies
need a lot of things.
Like love. And security. U.S. Savings
Bonds can show you
care and help make
a new baby:s future
more secure at the
same time. U.S.
Savings Bond'... A
gift that keeps on
growing.

2-LB
PKG

4

100Z
PKGS

•

C

Take
• stock
$139 mAmenca.
3,,oz
pxos $

KROGER BRUSSELUSPROUTS OR

Broccoli Spears

sst1",,,
„0-

99;
89

10 02

PK
BEEF STEW TURKEY 0 SALISBURY STE AK
2-LB
Banquet Suppers PK G
FROSTY ACRES

c
9
INATION,
BEEF ENCHILADA
MEXICAN
COMB
OR

PATIO
DINNERS

Buy U.S.Sa v qiga Bonds
F K.nd•

in1.4111Irehen held
PPS
to senator of 5 in,,.. II/ months .4: the
repleriad Clew. stolen.
Bonds
fsrst year
Ill 00Notyettl Witten needed Shay ran
cashed al your haldt Interne at not =About
este or loral income lazes. and hide.'
Ma may
until redemption

he deferred

00

.

wee
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Literally, Soup To Nuts That's What The Goober Is
When making a peanut butter
and
jelly
sandwich, you HAM GLAZE PEANUT STYLE
probably don't think of the 1,2 C. peanut butter
peanut's interesting history. You 13 C. brown sugar
might like to know a little about 1.4 C. honey
1 tsp. lemon juice
the nut which isn't a nut.
The ancient Peruvians buried 1 Tbs. prepared mustard
Jars of peanut seeds in their 1.4 tsp. ground cloves
graves to prepare them for the 1 cooked ham.
Mix all ingredients together,
life after death. This discovery
confirmed scientific speculation spread a third On the ham. Cook
that peanuts are native to the according to ham wrapper
directions. During the baking
Americas.
Indians in Virginia were period, coat the ham in two
raising peanuts when the first applications with the remaining
white settlers came to America. glaze mixture. Remove ham
In fact, peanuts were one of the from oven 15 minutes before
first gifts that the Indians gave serving time for ease of carving.
I tried this on a ham steak by
to these settlers.
George Washington Carver in spreading the mixture on the
his extensive researches on ham and baking it for 30
peanuts discovered over 300 minutes. It was almost as good
uses for the plant and its fruit. as the glazed whole ham.
When preparing the recipes this
week I found almost that many FRENCH DRESSING
ways to use peanut butter in 2-3rds C. Salad oil
1-3rd
1.00king.
C.
vinegar
4 wine,
From soup to dessert, peanut tarragon, or cider)
butter can be put in every 1 tsp. salt
course. A complete peanut
t•SP• pepper
butter meal may not interest ke tsp. sugar
you, but try some of these 2 Tbs. peanut butter
different ways to serve peanut
Place all ingredients in a
butter to your family. They screw top jar and shake to
come a long way from a peanut blend. Good on leafy vegetable
butter and jelly sandwich.
salads. Makes 1 cup dressing.
Flavorful, rich and creamy,
this soup will round out a nottoo-heavy meal. It is good
served with a meat salad at
luncheons.
PEANUT BUTTER SOUP
3 Tbs. chopped onion
2 Tbs. margarine
t. C. peanut butter
1 101
/
2 ox. can cream of chicken
soup
1 soup can water
1.4 C. milk
Heat margarine in a sauce
pan, add onions and cook until
tender Blend in peanut butter,
soup, water and milk. Heat to
combine flavors. Serves 3 to 4.
Serve warm.

Serve thick slices toasted for
an
interesting
breakfast
addition
PEANUT BITTER BREAD
2 C. flour*
2 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
1-3rd C. sugar
Nths C. peanut butter
1 C. milk
1 egg
Mix
well flour, baking
powder, salt and sugar. Blend in
peanut butter with a fork. Add
milk and egg stirring well to
blend. Pour into a greased loaf
pan 5 by 9 inches. Bake for 1
hour at 350 degrees, or until it
springs back when pressed

There were two versions of 7-Up Cake sent in this week.
They are similar but with enough differences that you might
like to try both recipes.

The Ask

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

K
7-Up CAKE
1 box Lemon Supreme cake mix
1 box pineapple or vanilla instant pudding mix
4 eggs
1 - 10 oz. bottlz 7Up
?Ards C. salad oil
Mix all ingredients until thoroughly blended. Pour batter
into a greased 9 by 13 inch cake pan. Bake in a 350 degrees
oven for 30 to 40 minutes.

Got•qaestioa or a comment &boat kontemakla(T Address
It to 'Me Asket Basket," le care of Mrs. Sally DaFord,
Rook 1, Springville, Tema. MIL

lightly with your finger.
cornstarch until smooth and
•Omit salt and baking powdei then add the rest of the milk)
when using self-rising flour.
Pour milk and cornstarch into
peanut butter mixture and blend
PEANUT BUTTER CAKE
well. Cook over low heat stirring
/
1
2 C. peanut butter
constantly, until thick. Add
I1 C. shortening
vanilla and cool. When cooled
11
/
2 C. brown sugar
turn mixture into pie shell and
2 eggs
top with meringue or whipped
Pa C. flour*
topping. This makes a very
1,2 tsp. salt
large pie; if you prefer you can
2 tsp. baking pow-der
make two smaller pies by using
1 tsp. vanilla
two pie shells to pour the filling
2-3rds C. milk
into.
Cream together peanut
butter, shortening and sugar.
This pastry is good with
Add eggs. Combine flour, salt vanilla or chocolate filling as
and baking powder. Stir in flour well as the peanut butter filling.
mixture alternately with milk
and vanilla. Blend well. Bake in PEANUT BUTTER PASTRY
an 8 inch square greased pan be 2 C. graham cracker crumbs
2 8 inch round pans). When a 1,4 C. bonen sugar
square pan is used this cake will 2 Tbs. cream or milk
La C. peanut butter
be about 11
/
2 inches high when
Mix crumbs and sugar. Blend
baked.
*If self rising flour is used peanut butter with cream. Blend
omit salt and baking powder. in well with crumbs. Pack into a
lightly greased pie pan. The
PEANUT BUTTER ICING
crust may be chilled and used or
k. C. peanut butter
3 C. sifted confectioaers' sugar baked for 10 minutes at 350
degrees and then used.
1,
4 to 1-3rd C milk
Stir together until creamy.
Spread on cake. This is enough PEANUT BUTTER FUDGE
2 C. sugar
for 2 8 inch layers.
2-3rds C. milk
1 small jar marshniallow cream
PEANUT BUTTER PIE
(about one cup)
/
1
2 C. peanut butter
1 C. peanut butter
Li C. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
4 egg yolks
5 The. cornstarch
Put the sugar and milk in a
3 C. milk
sauce pan. Cook to the soft ball
1 tsp. vanilla
stage 235 degrees on candy
10 inch pie shell, baked or crumb thermometer). Add remaining
ingredients mixing well. Pour
type pie shell
In a large sauce pan, cream into a buttered pan, 8 inches
peanut butter, sugar and egg square. Cook and cut in squares.
yolks. Combine cornstarch and Makes 2 pounds of delicious
milk ii add a little milk to the candy.

Your Individual Horoscope

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
It's questions and answers again
today. For two reasons: (1) readers have commented favorably on
this way of presenting information, and 2) I've been asked some
specific questions that we can
share.

A Three weeks ago I described
in this column how new calcium
forms on the outside of the bone
and how the blood's needs for calcium are drawn from the inside
of the bone. Well, recent research
from the University of California
reported
Today's Health is beQ. Are there certain foods that lieved to in
have found the molecuare essential in our diet?
lar mechanism that controls bone
A. Specific foods are not essen- growth. The California researchtial. It is the nutrients in food ers believe bone growth is conthat we must have. The nutrients trolled by a protein, bone morare protein, fat, carbohydrate, vi- phogenetic protein iBMP), and
tamins, minerals, and water. The an enzyme called BM'Pase Workneeds of individuals vary with ing together, the protein and the
age, sex, and special conditions enzyme "enable the body to resuch as pregnancy, lactation, and pair breaks and cracks by generwith disease or illness.
ating the exact amount of new
The closest thing to essential bone needed, and no more"
foods would be those named in
the four food groups the meat- Q. Can a salad be a whole meal?
fish-poultry-egg group; the milk
and other dairy foods .group
A It sure can be — a delightful
vegetables and fruits, enriched meal, too. Especially this time of
or whole grain breads and cere- year, when it's warm, homemakals. These food groups are basic ers should consider making a salto good nutrition because between ad that "does everything' The
them you are offered a wide vari- four food groups can be ineorety of foods that can give you all porated in this one dish. The
of the different nutrients you re
fruits and vegetables you can quire.
are obvious. Then add bite-s7)
.
Q. What do these nutrients do pieces of meat, cheese, and cook•
ed egg Fish, too, can be added.
for us?
And finally. garlic-soaked crouA. Proteins, mineral elements, tons, or breadsticks or crackers
vitamins and water serve growth I like to top all this off with a
of the body and its ability to re- glass of cold milk and I've had a
pair and maintain its own struc- fine meal.
ture. Amino acids (part of protein), water, minerals and vitamins are needed for the control
BOMBING STOPPED
and coordination of the body's internal processes. Fat and carbohyOn June 15, 1972, the U.S.
Air Force announced that
drates provide the body's energy
and the heat to maintain body
bombing raids on Hanoi would
temperature.
be suspended during the visit
of USSR President Nikolai
Q. How do broken bones repair
themselves*
Podgorny.

ICING
1 C. coconut
1 :mall can crushed pineapple
1 stick margarine
11
/
2 C. sugar
2 eggs
Mix all together and boil until thick. Spread on cake while
warm.
Mary Jo Matheny
Paris,Tenn.
7-Up CAKE
1 box white cake mix
1 box lemon instant pudding
/
1
2 C. salad Oil
4 eggs
1 - 10 oz. bottle 7-Up
Heat oven to 350 degrees. Grease a 10 inch tube pan,
lightly.
Mix dry ingredients, add oil and 7-Up. Mix well—add
eggs
one at a time beating well after each addition. Pour
into
prepared pan and bake for 1 hour. Remove from oven
and
cool in pan.
GLAZE
1 C. confectioners' sugar
2 Tbs. lemon juice or water
Blend together and drizzle over cake.
Mrs. Harold Crawford
McKenzie,Tenn.
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
sic

,414.

Piti-uPs
td,

8 x10 in.
Living Color
ItNI

Portrait of your Child

:
31 11us 50%
Handling

ar,,ups too — I Pali color.
each chid taken singly or 1
fI
per child,!
dun one 50e fIlm
,pecial per person.

I
Y

-p.roJ charm captured by Our
ch.pl photnitraphy—,just the gift
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5. r

in the family'

pictures—NOT PROOFS—
Choose Relfra, 5A7'4 or
I.
,•,ir --(fee aid -Terin•pak - cameras
Imy portraits In
BLACK & -WHITE TOO!
,
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Ina prices

*BRING A FRIEND!

Tues., June 26th

10 to 12 - 1 to 5
Wed., June 27th
9 to 12 -,1 to 4
Courtsquare

Mau charge

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A day in which you MUST
curb your innate aggressiveness. Problems with those in
authority could ensue if you
insist on your own way.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Someone may advance a getrich-quick scheme. Size him up
thoroughly before you even
listen. A "sensational" gain
now could prove costly Later.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
This is no time to play the
"modest violet." If you want
something, go after it. Realize
your potentials fully and state
your case in a confident,
authoritative manner.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Your thoughts finally jell on a
project you've been contemplating. You "put it all
together,' as they say, and
results will prove it.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 124-v
Time now to get going with
any new enterprise you've had
in mind, but try a different
approach than you've planned.
It's a day when unorthodox
methods will pay off.
VIRGO
--. A
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your routine subject to quick
change now. Some one in
authority may be acting
erratically, but hold tight and
just do the best you can.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) .1Lt/
—
Delays and obstacles may be
the order of the day but such
challenges can boomerang in
your favor if you stress your
determination -- and foresight.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A day in which a personal
anibition can be happily
fulfilled. You finally get the

ni,e)
r•

backing you have wanted — and
needed.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Being in the right place at the
right time could be the key to a
new opportunity or an adventuresome experience on this
highly stimulating day. Keep all
senses alert
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may hear some very
careless talk. Be analytical and
sift through .all the wordage
until you ring the bell of fact.
Then, and only then, take any
needed action.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your impressions about
certain acquaintances will be
valid, but don't spread the
word. Some information is best
kept secret.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some misleading influences.
Take no promises for granted.
Get everything in writing and,
above all, be cautious in dealing
with strangers.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
clever, original and sensitive;
endowed with a fine mind and a
lively imagination. Travel has
great appeal for you and you
could succeed in any field which
takes you afar but, if you choose
to limit your journeys to
pleasurable ends, your choice of
careers is almost limitless,
since your versatility is outstanding. The theater would be
an excellent outlet for your
talents and in this area you
could shine as actor, director,
playwright or critic. Other
fields in which you could excel:
literature, the law, journalism,
architecture.
YOUR

PERSONAL

HOROSCOPE

FOR 1473 For a personal 140
page
forecast on health, wealth, lOve •nr)

marriage. send SI 00 plyS 35 cants
r0,11 for
postage and handling 10
Horoscope Book Department. Boo 113
Old Chelsea Stahors Now York, NV
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8,000BTU Air Conditioner
• Economical 115-Volt operation
• Powerful 2-speed fan
• Push button controls
• Stale air exhaust
• Instant mount installation
• Handsome woodgrained
front panel. so 352 401

1".
SlIDING Slot CAW
KM INSTANT INSTASIATION

Alt ROW 10110111
FOR MORI COMFORT

even less with trode

USE OTASC
"Budget Stretcher
Chest Freezer
• 179-LB. FROZEN FOOD
CAPACITY!
Compact size to fit conveniently
anywhere

surface on
basket

Walnut grained work
top Handy Ifft out

Thin wall foam insula-

eas,ly for greater convenience 5 year food spoilage
insurance an 24,
tion

Rolls

even less with trade

These Pr ices Good Thru Saturday Only! 1

OTASCO

4621
ltd

-Air Shopping Center
753-8:191

Mon-Sat.
9-8

BUY
FOODS
"IN
SEASON"
AND
SAVE
MORE!

0.1111
'WA AfraraRT•litp

THESE PRICES GOOD
AT ALL OTASCO STORES
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'No-fault' works in Puerto Rico
By EARL COPELAND JR.
Copley News Service
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —
Since Puerto Rico pioneered
no-fault auto insurance in
1969, motorists have gotten
what is probably the best insurance bargain in the United
States.
Even more important, thousands of victims and their
beneficiaries who would have
had little or no chance of cornpensation before, have been
paid more than $28 million
since the program started.
Benefits to cover dependent
parents of accident victims, a
lirtuted weekly income for
housewives disabled in accidents and an increase in compensation for death or dismemberment were added
during the third year of the
program while still keeping
the original annual premium
rate of $35,
Now the commonwealth,
this freely associated state of
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any Latin American country,
personal earnings are still
only half that of the mainland
United States and thus the
loss of income for a Puerto
Rican has greater impact
than is at first apparent.
-- We were bold enough to
start out without any kind of
experience and only on uncertain estimates but we came
out on top," says Hector Acevedo, new director of Automobile Compensation Administration, the agency that runs
the plan, "However," he
adds, -now we. have a highly
competent team to make the
actuarial studies for the property damage coverage, which
is in the offing."
The commonwealth Legislature, highly favorable to the
idea and noting a continuing
increase in the number of
automobiles on the island, is
studying ways to speed up the
property damage coverage.
An amendment to the no-

U.S. citizens, far out in the
Caribbean, encouraged by the
results and the experience
gained in four years, is studying the cost of adding property damage, comprehensive
and collision coverage to the
state plan.
Benefits have been limited
to bodily injury.
The compulsory $35 rate
now in effect is paid by the
motorist together with his annual license plate fee.
Under the plan, the government acts as the basic insurer
and pays accident victims, regardless of fault, unlimited
medical and hospital benefits,
dismernbernient up to $5,000,
death tu $25,000, funeral expenses to MOO, and 50 per cent
income up to a maximum of
$100 a week for the first year
and 25 per milt up to a maximum of $50 a s eek for the secid year
While Puerto Rico has a
higher per capita income than

fault law has been submitted
to the Legislature to provide a
minimum property damage
coverage for an additional $20
yearly rate.
The measure would provide
compensation for collision
damages up to $5,000 with a
$100 deductible.
With some 800,000 vehicles
on the roads of Puerto Rico,
the additional $20 a year
would bring in $16 million in
premiums. Officials say this
should be enough to pay all
compensations not otherwise
covered.
Since the plan was started
in 1969 over 150,000 victims
and beneficiaries have been
paid $14,523,561 for medical
and
hospital expenses,
$4,923,531 for disability,
$4,017,896 for death, $263,975
for funeral expenses and
$180,645 for dismemberment.
No-fault insurance is intended to award victims of
automobile accidents in pro-
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portion to their injuries without consideration of liability
and without lengthy and costly court cases. At least two
bills on no-fault insurance are
now before the U.S. Congress.
Several things combined to
give no-fault its opportunities
in Puerto Rico. There are
fewer automobile insurance
companies in business here
than in the 50 states, the vehicle accident rate is substantially higher than that on the
mainland and available insurance is more expensive than
in most U.S. cities.

MARSHALL APPOINTED
On June 13, 1967, Thurgood
Marshall was named the first
Negro Supreme Court justice
in the nation's history.
AIR BATTLE
On June 13, 1972, Israel and
Egypt shot down each other's
planes in the first such air
battle since the 1970 ceasefire.
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PROTECT YOUR HOME WHILE YOU
ARE AWAY-WITH A
24-HR. TIMER

OWENS-CORNING

FOR AIR CONDITIONERS
MOON ROCK CLOSEUP— Highly magnified moon-rot,k sample shows its porous
structure. Dr. David A. Cadenhead, State University at Buffalo, N Y., says this is first
clearly definable sample of lunar volcanic cinder.

Sale
Price

A FAMILY AFFAIR

'Tribe' takes care
of sheep, tourists
By HAROLD MeCONNELL
Copley News Service
QUEENSTOWN, New Zealand — Fred -Lucas, who is
short, balding and waggish, is
better known as Popeye.
And when you see him you
have no doubt why he earned
the nickname during his service in World War II as a wing
commander with the Royal
New Zealand air force. The
resemblance is striking.
He flew 81 raids over Germany during the war and later founded two small airlines
in New Zealand. But he sold
the airlines and in 1960 bought
Cecil Peak Station, where he
has a spread of 34,000 acres
high above beautiful Lake
Wakatipu
In the 13 years since he
bought the sheep station, he
has started a thriving tourist
business. This is in addition to
the sheep and cattle business.
But he hasn't done it all by
himself. He has the help of his
wife Lone, four sons, a
daughter, a son-in-law,
daughters-in-law, grandchildren and a great-grandmother.
"There are 19 of us in the
family and it's becoming
tribal," 57-year-old Popeye
tells visitors. "I still don't
know if I'm chief."
But he seems to run the
show and enjoys himself immensely as he sprinkles his
talk with quips.
Visitors are brought from
Queenstown to the far side of
Lake Wakatipu in the family's
50-foot motor launch Viking,
skippered by David Lucas,
the second eldest son. There
Popeye ushers them onto a
bus( which he says has 850,000
miles on it) and drives it up
the hill a mile or so from the
wharf.
Soon you come to a 100year-old homestead, surrounded by oaks, poplars,
sycamores and pear trees.
Guests pile out and enjoy tea
and scones in the patio.
Then they are taken on a
tour of the rambling old ranch
house, which has been occupied by six owners in all.
It has more than 20 rooms
full of antiques, mahogany
furniture, old silver, brassare and china. Some of the
rooms are rented to guests.
Then Lucas, using an aerial
map, talks about his sheep
station, which rises to as high
as 6,500 feet. It is one among
many such stations in a country which has 60 million sheep
and is the world's second biggest wool exporter.
He recalls that the winter of
1968 was so severe that an estimated 40,000 sheep on the 20

...r

sheep stations in this area
died from the cold. He says
they used to have 8,500
merinos at his station but now
have only 400. They also have
about 1,500 Herefords. He diversified to cattle, he says,
because cattle are easier to
handle and the labor cost is
less.
Guests are then taken to a
pasture overlooking Lake
Wakatipu. There Charles Lucas, 23, puts a sheep dog
named Bing through her
paces.
"Sit, Bing!" he shouts. And
Bing waits for a further command while holding the sheep
still. "Come out here, Bing!"
he shouts, or, "Go back out,
Bing!" Then Bing runs circles
around the sheep while keeping them under control.
Then he orders 10-year-old
Bing to run and sit in a wagon
parked a good distance away.

Bing obeys quickly and then,
on command, comes running
back. Charles says it takes
about six months to train a
sheep dog.
You might wonder how a
family like the Lucases lives
on such a big spread. One of
the married sons lives in the
"Walnut" cottage, one of the
older -buildings, at the entrance to the homestead
grounds. Three houses for
other married members of the
family were built in 1970.
The families provide
schooling for their children
through the National Correspondence School system.
They picnic a lot and when
they get together for a birthday or other special occasion
some members play musical
instruments.
And they all apparently like
the life — or they wouldn't be
doing so well.

Trouble-Shooters Head
For Boston Competition
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. —
At the sound cd,the gun, 100
teams of two troubleshooters
each will race to cars and the
sound of clanging wrenches and
grinding motors will fill the air.
Amidst all this apparent
confusion will be Larry
Ashlock, 19, and Warren D.
Hudson, 18, two "troubleshooters" from Elizabethtown.
The team, trained at the
Elizabethtown Vocational
Educational Center, won their
post-school division at the 1973
Plymouth Trouble Shooting
Contest at Eastern Kentucky
University in Richmond. Now
they are readying themselves
for a trip to Boston for national
competition on June 24.
For those who are not
familiar with automotive
trouble shooting, it has to do
with finding and fixing
malfunctions in automobiles. In
the Richmond competition,
contestants raced against each
other and the clock to correct
faulty mechanisms that were
identical in each car. First,
however, the boys were
required to complete a written
examination which also contributed to their team score.
Ashlock and Hudson won the
mechanical phase and placed
second in the written section at
Richmond; this qualified them
for an all-expense paid trip to
Boston to compete with some
100 other teams from across the
nation on June 25- 26, and 27.
In Boston. the contestants will

be competing for scholarships
and prisms for themselves as
well as trophies, tools and
automobile equipment valued
at more than $90,0003 for their
schools. Once again the young
men will have to compete in
mechanics as well as on a
written examination.
Both agree that the program
has been worthwhile for them
because both wish to pursue a
career in mechanics.
Larry Asniock took the course
in mechanics as a night course
after dropping out of high
school. He is now attending
Community
Elizabethtown
College in order to obtain his
high school diploma. He says he
decided to go into this phase of
vocational education because,
"I just like to work on cars."
Warren Hudson attended the
Elizabethtown Vocational
Center for two years while in
high school. Now he holds down
a full time job at Gates Rubber
Co. while attending school at
night. Warren felt the program
would help him get a better job.
Both young men are busy
preparing themselves by
reading and studying.
The contestants are given a
one-hour time limit to complete
work on their assigned car. The
ones who get the most work
done in the least amount of time
are declared the winners.
When asked if his race
against the clock . made him
nervous, Larry implied, "awful
nervous!"

Sole
Price

Provides clean, fresh air
Easily cut to fit any size unit

TURNS LIGHTS AND APPUANCES ON AND OFF AUTOMATICAUT-DAY AFTER DAYI Now you can make your
vacant home look occupied, discouraging burglary
and vandalism Turns any appliance up to 1800
watts on and off - no resetting needed 57 ?54

60 100?

Central Air Conditioner Filter by
OWENS-CORNING 79, 5 299 6

574

CABIN TENT

'43"

,'

SLEEPS 4.. Even more with
double decker cots. Easy set
up with outside frame. Nylon
screened door. DuPont water\ proof and mildew-proof floor.
Insect-proof door, with full
length zipper.

ICE CHEST

2$ QT. CAPACITY. Holds 20
1 2-oz Bottles
Made of VacJ( Cl 59 369'

ii

59-9-62-3
CHARGE IT TODAY...
SLEEP IN IT TONIGHT!
N'

12 ft. x 9 ft. CABIN TENT

69'
99"

Sleeps 5 ... Has large nylon screened windows wistorm curtains
Sewed in waterproof, heavy duty floor 59 962 9

15'5" x 8'10" LODGE TENT
Sloops 6... Six windows,w/awnings provide cross ventilation
Sewed-in, waterproof, super tough floor 59 963 1

3-LB. POLYESTER
SLEEPING BAG

vocucel insulation For picnics, comp-outs
and fishing trips

59 3511
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guards with 1 year Over the Counter
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Big 16" size Multi speed Wire safety guard
and trim With 1 -year Over the Counter
Guarantee 57 905
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WIN FREE CASH!!

EGGS Treasure Chest
$100"
2.00,99.z
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PAITIE MIX
STEAK
Bologna
59;
118

Member of

st

This
Week Win

Limit 2 Doz. with '7.50 additional
iurchase, excluding tobacco and dairy products.

Metzger

GROUND BEEF

Last Week's $100.00 Winner:
Jerald McNutt, Fox Meadows Trailer Court.
U.S. CHOICE

All Meat

12-oz. Pkg.

SIRLOIN

Metzger Riverside

lb.

68;

Lb.

SWISS

Bread

.

HEINZ

A

BABY FOOD

FRISKIE

DOG FOOD

Plus Deposit
or Bottles

teat

6 $1°

HOMINY

6 89c

55c Pickles

Maxwell House

COFFEE
1-lb Bag

83

Expires 6-26-73
Good Only At Storeys

Maxwell House

COFFEE
1-lb Can

93

Expires 6-26-73
Good Only At Storeys

Maxwell House

COFFEE
2 lb Can $179
Expires 6-26-73
Good Only At Storeys

MORTON

9
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T
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5
4

GREEN GIANT

A

Boxes

17-oz $100
cans
I

SWEET PEAS

Heifetz

Hamburger Sliced

Qt

49;

Yellow
Whole
Kernel

CORN

COFFEE
10-oz. Jar $149
Expires 6-26-73
Good Only At Storeys

Coupon No. T.J
Limit 1 per family

141

Coupon
Limit 1 per famil

Lipton

LEMON
TEA MIX
24-oz. Jar

69

Expires 6-26-73
Good Only At Storeys

Giant Size

GAIN
49-oz Box

73c

Expires 6-26-73
Good Only At Storeys

17-oz.
$100
Cans

$100

Down
Limit I per family

DREAM
WHIP
8 oz Box

73c

Expires 6-26-73
Good Only At Storeys

1-lb. Bowl

Coupon
Limit I per family

Gelatin

JELL-O
3-oz Box

6/69c

Expires 6-26-73
Good Only At Storeys

Coupon
Limit I per family

Reveal

ROASTING
WRAP
Reg.

39C

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

STRETCH &
SEAL
50 ft Roll
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MIRACLE

ORG. JUICE
3
Maxwell House

00

8-oz.

FROSTY ACRES

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

98c

BEEF - CHICKEN — TURKET

c

16-oz
Bot

12 a:.
Cans

Coupon
limit 1 per family

3-lb.
Can

Green Giant

3-oz. Jar

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Rolls

BABY FOOD

Dressing
14 oz
cans

$ 1 00 CRISCO

GERBER

15-oz
cans

BUSH WHITE

b"781

5 cans $1"

GRN. BEANS

3

NES0'7
11/tjl,
Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Loaves20-oz.

SHOWBOAT

tic

Fla"'
Kraft French

Our Special

INSTANT

CHK. STEAK

$1" PORK ROAST

Food Giant

6 Bot.4
0
Ctn.

TEA BAGS

U.S. CHOICE

lb

DC Scot Iowe
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PEPSI COLA
48 Ct
Box

Lb.

Doz.
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FRESH PICNIC

HAM

Dad's

10 OUNCE

Fresh Storemade

69,DONUTS

BONELESS CENTER SLICED

45.;
Gal.

lb.

Sausage

BROILERS
/12

'1"

CouRtry Style Pork

SPLIT

ROOT BEER

COUNTRY FRY
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WHOLE CHICKEN $229
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